INTERIM EMERGENCY BOARD

Senate Committee Room E
November 17, 2016
9:45 a.m.

MEETING MINUTES

A public meeting of the Interim Emergency Board was held in Senate Committee Room E on November 17, 2016, at 9:45 a.m.

ITEM NO. 1

Sen. John Alario, board chair, called the meeting to order at 9:46 a.m. and asked that the secretary call the roll.

Present:
- Sen. John Alario, President of the Senate and IEB Chairman
- Rep. Jim Morris for House Speaker Taylor Barras
- Sen. Eric LaFleur, Chairman of the Senate Finance Committee
- Rep. Cameron Henry, Chairman of the House Appropriations Committee
- Mr. Jay Dardenne, Commissioner of Administration
- Mr. Robert Barham, designee of Lt. Governor Billy Nungesser
- Mr. Ron Henson, designee of State Treasurer John Kennedy

ITEM NO. 2

Sen. Alario requested a motion for approval of the minutes of the October 20, 2016, meeting as presented to the board. Mr. Henson moved to approve the minutes as submitted; second by Mr. Barham. The motion passed with no objection.

ITEM NO. 3

Sen. Alario asked that Mr. Mark Moses, Director of the Office of Facility Planning and Control, present Item 3 to the board. Mr. Moses asked that the board consider a request in globo (Items 3-1 through 3-411) to move a total of $266,404,450 in Priority 1 to Priority 5 in the following 411 projects, in accordance with R.S. 39:461.4, because the funds will not be needed for cash flow in the current fiscal year:

3-1 That $68,800 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Division of Administration, “Shreveport State Office Building Mechanical and Electrical Renovations,” (Caddo) [01/107-BDS#109 on page 8] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.
3-2 That $121,700 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Division of Administration, “Outpatient Clinics in Rapides Parish, Planning and Construction,” (Rapides) [01/107-BDS#1402 on page 9] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-3 That $42,600 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Division of Administration, “DPS and ISB Data Centers, Planning, Construction and Renovations,” (East Baton Rouge) [01/107-BDS#1410 on page 10] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-4 That $70,700 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Department of Veterans Affairs, “Southeast Louisiana War Veterans Home, Planning and Construction,” (St. John The Baptist) [03/130-BDS#1423 on page 13] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-5 That $78,900 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Northeast Louisiana War Veterans Home, “Exterior and Interior Door Replacements,” (Ouachita) [03/132-BDS#1424 on page 13] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-6 That $51,800 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Secretary of State, “Louisiana State Exhibit Museum - Regional Archives and Office Facility, Planning and Construction,” (Caddo) [04/139-BDS#10 on page 14] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-7 That $72,700 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Secretary of State, “Eddie Robinson Museum, Planning and Construction,” (Lincoln) [04/139-BDS#1426 on page 14] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-8 That $2,400,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Office of Business Development, “Water Conference and Education Center, Planning, Engineering, Design and Construction,” (East Baton Rouge) [05/252-BDS#1433 on page 15] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-9 That $2,900 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Office of State Museum, “Cabildo Exterior Restoration and Repair, Planning and Construction,” (Orleans) [06/263-BDS#1435 on page 15] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-10 That $1,714,200 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Office of State Parks, “Preventive Maintenance/Major Repairs and Improvements,” (Statewide) [06/264-BDS#11 on page 16] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-11 That $220,600 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Office of State Parks, “Chemin-a-Haut State Park Acquisition, Planning and Construction of New Group Camp, Vacation Cabins, Visitor Center and Restrooms,” (Morehouse) [06/264-BDS#159 on page 16] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.
3-12 That $117,900 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Office of State Parks, “Fort Pike State Historic Site, Planning and Construction,” (Orleans) [06/264-BDS#165 on page 16] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-13 That $1,788,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Office of State Parks, “Poverty Point Reservoir State Park Group Camp, Conference Center, Site Amenities, Acquisition, Planning and Construction,” (Richland) [06/264-BDS#180 on page 17] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-14 That $1,030,200 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Office of State Parks, “Tunica Hills State Preservation Area, Acquisition, Planning and Construction,” (West Feliciana) [06/264-BDS#197 on page 17] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-15 That $1,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Office of State Parks, “South Toledo Bend State Park Emergency Erosion Controls, Planning and Construction,” (Sabine) [06/264-BDS#1437 on page 17] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-16 That $2,450,800 of the general obligation bond appropriation for New Orleans City Park, “City Park Maintenance Complex Improvements, Planning and Construction,” (Orleans) [06/A20-BDS#1440 on page 17] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-17 That $997,600 of the general obligation bond appropriation for New Orleans City Park, “City Park Golf Complex Improvements, Planning and Construction,” (Orleans) [06/A20-BDS#1441 on page 17] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-18 That $3,086,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for New Orleans City Park, “Splash Park, Planning and Construction,” (Orleans) [06/A20-BDS#1444 on page 18] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-19 That $2,000,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for DOTD - Administration, “Highway 397 in Calcasieu Parish, North and South Turning Lanes,” (Calcasieu) [07/270-BDS#215 on page 20] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-20 That $22,500,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for DOTD - Administration, “LA 1 Improvements, Phase 2, Planning, Engineering, Right of Way, Utilities and Construction,” (Lafourche) [07/270-BDS#224 on page 20] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-21 That $5,000,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for DOTD - Administration, “LA 3034 Improvements,” (East Baton Rouge) [07/270-BDS#232 on page 20] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-22 That $4,000,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for DOTD - Administration, “LA 44 Widening, I-10 to LA 22, Planning, Utilities, Right of
Way and Construction," (Ascension) [07/270-BDS#235 on page 21] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-23 That $2,000,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for DOTD - Administration, “LA 70/LA 22 from I-10 to the Sunshine Bridge, Planning and Construction,” (Ascension, St. James) [07/270-BDS#238 on page 21] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-24 That $4,000,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for DOTD - Administration, “LA 930 Reconstruction,” (Ascension) [07/270-BDS#245 on page 21] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-25 That $2,000,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for DOTD - Public Improvements, “Bayou Dechene Reservoir, Planning, Land Acquisition and Construction,” (Caldwell) [07/274-BDS#268 on page 25] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-26 That $1,000,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for DOTD - Public Improvements, “Water Resources Management Program, Studies, Planning and Construction,” (Statewide) [07/274-BDS#281 on page 26] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-27 That $77,600 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Louisiana State Penitentiary, “Main Prison Shower and Cellblock Plumbing Upgrade, Planning and Construction,” (West Feliciana) [08/402-BDS#1459 on page 27] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.


3-29 That $25,500 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Louisiana State Penitentiary, “Electrical Distribution System Upgrade, Planning and Construction,” (West Feliciana) [08/402-BDS#1461 on page 27] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-30 That $2,829,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Office of Juvenile Justice, “Community Based Program, Juvenile Justice Improvements, Planning, Construction, Renovation, Acquisition, and Equipment,” (Statewide) [08/403-BDS#1462 on page 27] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-31 That $241,800 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Office of Juvenile Justice, “Major Repairs and Equipment Replacement, Planning and Construction,” (Statewide) [08/403-BDS#1464 on page 28] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-33 That $185,600 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Dixon Correctional Institute, “Emergency Generators, Planning and Construction,” (East Feliciana) [08/409-BDS#1468 on page 28] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-34 That $200 of the general obligation bond appropriation for David Wade Correctional Center, “Fire Alarm System Renovations, Planning and Construction,” (Claiborne) [08/414-BDS#1470 on page 28] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.


3-36 That $75,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Office of State Police, “Renovate Training Academy, Planning and Construction,” (East Baton Rouge) [08/419-BDS#1472 on page 29] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-37 That $1,300 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Office of State Police, “Crime Lab Expansion, Planning and Construction,” (East Baton Rouge) [08/419-BDS#1473 on page 29] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-38 That $82,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Office of Motor Vehicles, “Parking and Utility Tie-In for OMV Veteran's, Planning and Construction,” (Jefferson, Orleans) [08/420-BDS#1474 on page 29] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-39 That $25,500 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Metropolitan Human Service District, “New Mental Health Center for Desire/Florida Mental Health Clinic, Including the Purchase, Construction or Renovation of a New Facility in New Orleans East, Planning and Construction,” (Orleans) [09/304-BDS#1475 on page 29] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-40 That $5,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Office of Aging and Adult Services, “Repair and Upgrade to Sewer System, Planning and Construction,” (East Feliciana) [09/320-BDS#340 on page 29] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-41 That $111,400 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Office of Aging and Adult Services, “Replace Roof and Storm Drains on all Patient Buildings, Planning and Construction,” (East Feliciana) [09/320-BDS#1478 on page 30] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-43 That $286,500 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Office of Behavioral Health, “Central Louisiana State Hospital Relocation to Pinecrest, Planning and Construction,” (Rapides) [09/330-BDS#372 on page 30] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-44 That $37,800 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Office of Behavioral Health, “Roof Replacement - Tyler Mental Health Center, Planning and Construction,” (Lafayette) [09/330-BDS#1482 on page 30] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-45 That $341,400 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Office for Citizens with Developmental Disabilities, “Replace Rooftop Air Conditioning Units on Residential Homes, Planning and Construction,” (Tangipahoa) [09/340-BDS#1491 on page 31] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.


3-47 That $119,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Office of Wildlife, “Monroe Headquarters, District 2, Planning and Construction,” (Ouachita) [16/513-BDS#398 on page 32] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-48 That $60,600 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Office of Wildlife, “Region 5/Lake Charles Office, Planning and Construction,” (Calcasieu) [16/513-BDS#399 on page 32] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-49 That $314,900 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Office of Wildlife, “Woodworth Central Office Complex,” (Rapides) [16/513-BDS#400 on page 33] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-50 That $1,239,100 of the general obligation bond appropriation for LSU Baton Rouge, “Renovate Old Engineering Shops for Art Department, Planning and Construction,” (East Baton Rouge) [19/601-BDS#410 on page 35] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-51 That $110,500 of the general obligation bond appropriation for LSU Baton Rouge, “College of Engineering, Renovation and Expansion, Planning and Construction,” (East Baton Rouge) [19/601-BDS#1495 on page 35] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-52 That $359,100 of the general obligation bond appropriation for LSU Baton Rouge, “Nicholson Gateway: Infrastructure Improvements, Planning and
3-53 That $2,921,600 of the general obligation bond appropriation for LSU Alexandria, “Infrastructure Improvements, Construction,” (Rapides) [19/602-BDS#1496 on page 35] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-54 That $4,300 of the general obligation bond appropriation for LSU Alexandria, “Network and Telephone Cabling Infrastructure, Planning and Construction,” (Rapides) [19/602-BDS#413 on page 35] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-55 That $184,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for LSU Alexandria, “Drainage Outfall Improvements, Planning and Construction,” (Rapides) [19/602-BDS#1499 on page 35] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-56 That $470,500 of the general obligation bond appropriation for LSU Health Sciences Center New Orleans, “Health Science Center Facility Renovations - Dental School Simulation Facility,” (Orleans) [19/604N-BDS#1502 on page 36] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-57 That $433,200 of the general obligation bond appropriation for LSU Health Sciences Center Shreveport, “Inpatient Critical Care Renovation, Planning and Construction,” (Caddo) [19/604S-BDS#1504 on page 36] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-58 That $307,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for LSU Health Sciences Center Shreveport, “High Voltage Electrical Distribution System Upgrade, Planning and Construction,” (Caddo) [19/604S-BDS#1506 on page 36] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-59 That $2,567,400 of the general obligation bond appropriation for LSU Health Sciences Center Shreveport, “Capital Improvement Projects, Design and Engineering,” (Caddo) [19/604S-BDS#1507 on page 37] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-60 That $650,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for LSU Health Sciences Center Shreveport, “Children's Hospital, Renovation and Expansion, Planning and Construction,” (Caddo) [19/604S-BDS#1508 on page 37] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-61 That $168,500 of the general obligation bond appropriation for LSU Agricultural Center, “Animal and Food Science Facilities Renovations and Modernizations, Phase II, Planning and Construction,” (East Baton Rouge) [19/607-BDS#434 on page 37] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-62 That $386,400 of the general obligation bond appropriation for LSU Health Care Services Division, “Emergency Room Expansion, University Medical Center, Planning and Construction,” (Lafayette) [19/610-BDS#1511 on page 38] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.
3-63 That $411,100 of the general obligation bond appropriation for LSU Health Care Services Division, “Replacement of Air Handlers and Chillers, WO Moss, Planning and Construction,” (Calcasieu) [19/610-BDS#1512 on page 38] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-64 That $94,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for LSU Health Care Services Division, “New Emergency Generator and Chillers, UMC, Planning and Construction,” (Lafayette) [19/610-BDS#1513 on page 38] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-65 That $38,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for LSU Health Care Services Division, “Air Handling Unit Replacement, Chabert, Planning and Construction,” (Terrebonne) [19/610-BDS#1514 on page 38] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-66 That $126,300 of the general obligation bond appropriation for LSU Health Care Services Division, “Refurbish Elevators, UMC, Planning and Construction,” (Lafayette) [19/610-BDS#1515 on page 38] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-67 That $577,700 of the general obligation bond appropriation for LSU Health Care Services Division, “Air Handler Replacement, Planning and Construction,” (Lafayette) [19/610-BDS#1516 on page 38] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-68 That $124,700 of the general obligation bond appropriation for LSU Health Care Services Division, “University Medical Center in Baton Rouge,” (East Baton Rouge) [19/610-BDS#1517 on page 38] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-69 That $300 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Baton Rouge Community College, “Office of Motor Vehicle Building and Campus Renovation, Demolition and Improvements, Planning and Construction,” (Statewide) [19/612-BDS#1519 on page 38] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-70 That $600 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Southern University Baton Rouge, “Repair of Sloughing Off of Ravine, Planning and Construction,” (East Baton Rouge) [19/616-BDS#446 on page 39] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-71 That $306,400 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Southern University Baton Rouge, “Southern University Laboratory School Addition and Upgrades, Planning and Construction,” (East Baton Rouge) [19/616-BDS#1522 on page 39] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-72 That $5,800 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Southern University Baton Rouge, “Fire Detection and Alarm System Upgrades, Planning and Construction,” (East Baton Rouge) [19/616-BDS#1523 on page 39] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.
3-73 That $193,900 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Southern University Baton Rouge, “Provide Localized Boilers and Replace Chilled Water Loop,” (East Baton Rouge) [19/616-BDS#1967 on page 40] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-74 That $150,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Southern University New Orleans, “Replace Chilled Water and High Temperature Water Lines,” (Orleans) [19/617-BDS#1525 on page 40] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-75 That $476,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Southern University Shreveport, “Workforce Training and Technology Center, Planning and Construction,” (Caddo) [19/618-BDS#460 on page 40] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-76 That $94,800 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Southern University Shreveport, “New Classroom Building, Southern University - Shreveport, Planning and Construction,” (Caddo) [19/618-BDS#1969 on page 40] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-77 That $1,201,900 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Nicholls State University, “Renovation of Athletic Training and Meeting Facility, Planning and Construction,” (Lafourche) [19/621-BDS#1970 on page 41] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-78 That $985,900 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Nicholls State University, “Fieldhouse, Planning and Construction,” (Lafourche) [19/621-BDS#1971 on page 41] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-79 That $7,500 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Grambling State University, “Library Deficiencies, Planning and Construction,” (Lincoln) [19/623-BDS#1531 on page 42] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-80 That $3,644,600 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Louisiana Tech University, “Integrated Engineering and Science Building,” (Lincoln) [19/625-BDS#477 on page 42] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-81 That $102,800 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Louisiana Tech University, “Water Distribution System Repairs and Improvements,” (Lincoln) [19/625-BDS#1533 on page 42] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-82 That $100 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Louisiana Tech University, “Visual Arts Building Renovation for Business, Planning and Construction,” (Lincoln) [19/625-BDS#1535 on page 43] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-83 That $421,200 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Mcneese State University, “Contraband Bayou Erosion Retaining Wall Phase II, Planning and Construction,” (Calcasieu) [19/627-BDS#482 on page 43] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.
That $911,500 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Mcneese State University, “Frazar Memorial Library Renovation and Repairs, Planning and Construction,” (Calcasieu) [19/627-BDS#1539 on page 43] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

That $2,250 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Mcneese State University, “Campus-Wide Elevator Repairs, Planning and Construction,” (Calcasieu) [19/627-BDS#1540 on page 44] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

That $5,400 of the general obligation bond appropriation for University of Louisiana - Monroe, “Stubbs Hall Reroofing, Planning and Construction,” (Ouachita) [19/629-BDS#1542 on page 44] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

That $295,800 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Northwestern State University, “Multi-Purpose Assembly Center, Planning and Construction,” (Natchitoches) [19/631-BDS#1973 on page 44] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

That $59,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Northwestern State University, “South Jefferson Street Extension,” (Natchitoches) [19/631-BDS#498 on page 44] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

That $48,500 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Northwestern State University, “Parking Lot Repairs, Planning and Construction,” (Natchitoches) [19/631-BDS#1544 on page 46] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

That $186,300 of the general obligation bond appropriation for University of Louisiana - Lafayette, “Fletcher Hall Exterior Repairs, Planning and Construction,” (Lafayette) [19/640-BDS#1544 on page 46] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

That $328,100 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Bossier Community College, “Parking Lot, Planning and Construction,” (Bossier) [19/644-BDS#1547 on page 46] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.


3-94 That $2,500,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Board of Regents, “Land Acquisition for Post Secondary Educational Institutions,” (Statewide) [19/671-BDS#519 on page 48] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-95 That $7,300 of the general obligation bond appropriation for L.E. Fletcher Technical Community College, “Integrated Petroleum Technologies Program (IPT) Lab and Classroom Building, Planning and Construction,” (Terrebonne) [19/731-BDS#1551 on page 48] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-96 That $128,100 of the general obligation bond appropriation for South Louisiana Community College - Lafayette Campus, “HVAC Replacement, Planning and Construction,” (Lafayette) [19/741-BDS#1553 on page 48] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.


3-99 That $4,600 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Orleans Levee District, “Southeast Louisiana Flood Protection Authority - East for Bayou St. John, Maintenance and Improvements, Perimeter Elevation, Hydrology Study, Planning and Construction,” (Orleans) [36/L10-BDS#530 on page 49] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-100 That $250,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for South Lafourche Levee District, “Larose to Golden Meadow Hurricane Protection System, Planning and Construction,” (Lafourche) [36/L16-BDS#531 on page 50] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.


3-102 That $400,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Lafitte Area Independent Levee District, “Goose Bayou - The Pen Levee Basin Improvements,” (Jefferson) [36/L36-BDS#1558 on page 50] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-103 That $1,452,600 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Greater Baton Rouge Port Commission, “Inland River Marine Terminal Dock and Access Roadway Construction Project, Planning and Construction,” (West Baton Rouge) [36/P03-BDS#1560 on page 51] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.
3-104 That $200,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for West Calcasieu Port, “New Bulkhead along Gulf Intracoastal Waterway - West Calcasieu Port,” (Calcasieu) [36/P05-BDS#552 on page 51] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-105 That $1,914,300 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Morgan City Harbor and Terminal District, “Governmental Operations and Emergency Center, Planning and Construction,” (St. Mary) [36/P15-BDS#1569 on page 52] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-106 That $2,923,800 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Port of New Orleans, “Milan Upland Yard Improvements,” (Orleans) [36/P17-BDS#562 on page 52] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-107 That $6,690,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Port of New Orleans, “Cruise Ship Terminal, Planning and Construction,” (Orleans) [36/P17-BDS#1570 on page 52] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-108 That $1,500,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Port of South Louisiana, “Administration Building, also known as the Business Development Center,” (St. John the Baptist) [36/P21-BDS#564 on page 52] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-109 That $90,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Port of South Louisiana, “Warehouse and Property Acquisition and Improvements, Planning and Construction,” (St. John The Baptist) [36/P21-BDS#1573 on page 53] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-110 That $2,816,800 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Port of South Louisiana, “Globalplex Rail Siding ($5,577,932 Local/Federal/Other Match),” (St. John The Baptist) [36/P21-BDS#1574 on page 53] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.


3-112 That $250,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Lake Charles Harbor and Terminal District, “Dredging of Berth 8 at City Docks, Planning and Construction ($1,000,000 Local Match),” (Calcasieu) [36/P26-BDS#1575 on page 54] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-113 That $40,200 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Lake Charles Harbor and Terminal District, “Industrial Canal Dockside Monopile Improvements (LEEVAC), Planning and Construction,” (Calcasieu) [36/P26-BDS#1576 on page 54] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.
3-114 That $715,700 of the general obligation bond appropriation for South Tangipahoa Parish Port Commission, “Port Manchac Terminal Improvements, Planning and Construction,” (Tangipahoa) [36/P33-BDS#1577 on page 54] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-115 That $225,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Mermentau River Harbor and Terminal District, “Land Acquisition for New Slip Construction (Mermentau River Harbor Terminal District), Planning and Construction,” (Acadia) [36/P35-BDS#1578 on page 54] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-116 That $2,600 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Grand Isle Port Commission, “Port Access Road and New Commercial Boat Slip Facility,” (Jefferson) [36/P40-BDS#586 on page 54] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.


3-118 That $1,841,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Columbia Port Commission, “Railroad Spur, Planning and Construction,” (Caldwell) [36/P43-BDS#1580 on page 55] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-119 That $488,300 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Pointe Coupee Port, Harbor and Terminal District, “Pointe Coupee Parish Port Capital Improvements, Planning and Construction,” (Pointe Coupee) [36/P49-BDS#588 on page 55] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-120 That $5,200,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Ascension Parish, “St. Landry/Edenborne Connector Road,” (Ascension) [50/J03-BDS#597 on page 55] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-121 That $98,800 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Beauregard Parish, “Crosby, Butler and Pleasant Hill Roads,” (Beauregard) [50/J06-BDS#1584 on page 55] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-122 That $200 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Bossier Parish, “Extension of Crouch Road to Swan Lake Road/Reconstruction of Swan Lake Road To I-220, Planning and Construction (Local Match Required),” (Bossier) [50/J08-BDS#64 on page 56] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-123 That $340,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Caldwell Parish, “Wiles Road and Kountry Korner Road Reconstruction, Planning and Construction,” (Caldwell) [50/J11-BDS#619 on page 56] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-124 That $1,115,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Caldwell Parish, “Parish Detention Facility, Planning and Construction,” (Caldwell) [50/J11-BDS#1588 on page 57] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.
3-125 That $92,600 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Concordia Parish, “Concordia Parish Public Health Center Renovation, Planning and Construction,” (Concordia) [50/J15-BDS#1591 on page 57] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-126 That $50,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Desoto Parish, “DeSoto Sports Complex, Planning and Construction,” (DeSoto) [50/J16-BDS#1592 on page 57] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-127 That $922,500 of the general obligation bond appropriation for East Carroll Parish, “Industrial Site Development and Road Improvements (For Economic Development Purposes, Including but not Limited to an Ethanol Plant), Planning and Construction,” (East Carroll) [50/J18-BDS#1593 on page 57] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-128 That $15,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for East Carroll Parish, “East Carroll Parish Road Improvements,” (East Carroll) [50/J18-BDS#1594 on page 57] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-129 That $361,800 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Franklin Parish, “Courthouse Renovations, Planning and Construction,” (Franklin) [50/J21-BDS#1597 on page 58] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-130 That $84,700 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Franklin Parish, “Parish Road Improvements,” (Franklin) [50/J21-BDS#1600 on page 58] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-131 That $2,797,100 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Grant Parish, “Southern Grant Sewerage System Improvements, Study, Design, Planning and Construction,” (Grant) [50/J22-BDS#643 on page 58] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-132 That $1,342,600 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Jackson Parish, “Jackson Parish Riding Arena and Livestock Pavilion, Planning and Construction,” (Jackson) [50/J25-BDS#1607 on page 59] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-133 That $236,300 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Jefferson Parish, “Ames Boulevard Widening from Two Lanes to Three Lanes Between Barataria Boulevard and Bayou Boeuf Drive (2.0 miles) with Installation of Subsurface Drainage,” (Jefferson) [50/J26-BDS#69 on page 59] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.


3-135 That $370,800 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Jefferson Parish, “Bonnabel Canal Rehabilitation and Bank Stabilization (Veterans
Boulevard to West Esplanade), Planning and Construction,” (Jefferson) [50/J26-BDS#663 on page 60] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-136 That $600,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Jefferson Parish, “Brown Avenue Canal Improvements Between the Westbank Expressway and Harold Street, Planning and Construction,” (Jefferson) [50/J26-BDS#665 on page 60] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.


3-138 That $50,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Jefferson Parish, “Jefferson Community Health Center Expansion to the Existing River Ridge Facility In Order to Implement a Dental Program, Planning and Construction,” (Jefferson) [50/J26-BDS#695 on page 60] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-139 That $65,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Jefferson Parish, “Kennedy Heights Playground Improvements, Planning and Construction,” (Jefferson) [50/J26-BDS#701 on page 60] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-140 That $100,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Jefferson Parish, “Lafreniere Park Marsh Island Restoration, Planning and Construction,” (Jefferson) [50/J26-BDS#702 on page 60] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-141 That $70,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Jefferson Parish, “Latigue Street Roadway Improvements, Planning and Construction,” (Jefferson) [50/J26-BDS#707 on page 60] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-142 That $700 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Jefferson Parish, “Martin Luther King Playground Improvements, Planning and Construction,” (Jefferson) [50/J26-BDS#714 on page 61] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.


3-144 That $794,400 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Jefferson Parish, “South Kenner Road Rehabilitation from Live Oak Boulevard to River Road, Planning and Construction,” (Jefferson) [50/J26-BDS#735 on page 61] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.


3-147 That $7,300 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Jefferson Parish, “Livingston Place (Metairie Road to Loumor Avenue),” (Jefferson) [50/J26-BDS#1609 on page 62] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-148 That $191,800 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Jefferson Parish, “Woodmere Community Center, Real Estate Acquisition, Planning and Construction ($15,000 Local Match),” (Jefferson) [50/J26-BDS#1611 on page 62] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.


3-150 That $800 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Lafourche Parish, “Company Canal Pump Station, Planning and Construction ($283,236 Cash and/or In-Kind Match),” (Lafourche) [50/J29-BDS#1613 on page 63] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-151 That $100,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Lafourche Parish, “Fishing Pier at the Leeville Boat Launch, Planning and Construction,” (Lafourche) [50/J29-BDS#1614 on page 63] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-152 That $122,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Lafourche Parish, “South Lafourche Airport Corridor Project,” (Lafourche) [50/J29-BDS#1615 on page 63] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-153 That $19,100 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Lasalle Parish, “Pine Hill Road Improvements, Planning and Construction,” (LaSalle) [50/J30-BDS#1617 on page 63] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-154 That $33,500 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Livingston Parish, “Livingston Parish Regional Airport, Planning and Construction ($900,000 Federal Funds),” (Livingston) [50/J32-BDS#72 on page 64] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-155 That $2,992,100 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Livingston Parish, “Cook Road Extension Economic Development Corridor (Pete’s Highway Frontage Road),” (Livingston) [50/J32-BDS#762 on page 64] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.
3-156 That $45,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Livingston Parish, “Livingston Parish Animal Shelter,” (Livingston) [50/J32-BDS#1620 on page 64] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-157 That $5,900 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Madison Parish, “Charles Brown Road (Tendal Road) Repairs, Planning and Construction,” (Madison) [50/J33-BDS#1623 on page 64] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-158 That $125,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Natchitoches Parish, “Resurfacing of Fish Hatchery Road,” (Natchitoches) [50/J35-BDS#775 on page 65] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-159 That $300,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Natchitoches Parish, “Resurfacing of Roads in Payne Subdivision, Planning and Construction,” (Natchitoches) [50/J35-BDS#781 on page 65] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-160 That $610,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Natchitoches Parish, “Old River Bridge, Planning and Construction,” (Natchitoches) [50/J35-BDS#1625 on page 65] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-161 That $280,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Natchitoches Parish, “Resurfacing of Blanchard Road, Planning and Construction,” (Natchitoches) [50/J35-BDS#1975 on page 65] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-162 That $120,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Plaquemines Parish, “Belle Chasse Parks, Planning and Construction,” (Plaquemines) [50/J38-BDS#790 on page 65] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-163 That $1,189,300 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Pointe Coupee Parish, “False River Ecosystem Restoration Project, Planning and Construction,” (Pointe Coupee) [50/J39-BDS#799 on page 66] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-164 That $48,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Pointe Coupee Parish, “Emergency Communications Equipment,” (Pointe Coupee) [50/J39-BDS#1628 on page 66] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-165 That $3,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Rapides Parish, “Cotile Indian Creek and Kincaid Outflow Gate Repair/Replacement (Cash and/or In-Kind Match Required),” (Rapides) [50/J40-BDS#1630 on page 66] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-166 That $2,400 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Richland Parish, “Richland Parish Courthouse Renovations,” (Richland) [50/J42-BDS#802 on page 66] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.
3-167 That $1,305,600 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Sabine Parish, “Plainview Road Rehabilitation, Planning and Construction,” (Sabine) [50/J43-BDS#1632 on page 67] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.


3-170 That $11,700 of the general obligation bond appropriation for St. Helena Parish, “Emergency ADA and Life Safety Renovations to the Court House, Planning and Construction ($2,680,000 Federal Funds),” (St. Helena) [50/J46-BDS#74 on page 67] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.


3-172 That $350,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for St. James Parish, “Blind River Freshwater Diversion,” (St. James) [50/J47-BDS#75 on page 68] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-173 That $30,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for St. John The Baptist Parish, “East Bank Courthouse, Planning and Construction,” (St. John the Baptist) [50/J48-BDS#1638 on page 68] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-174 That $27,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for St. Mary Parish, “Infrastructure Improvements at the Charenton Canal Industrial Park,” (St. Mary) [50/J51-BDS#827 on page 68] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-175 That $450,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for St. Mary Parish, “Reconstruction of Flattown Road from Chitimacha Trail to Ralph Darden Memorial Parkway for St. Mary Parish Government Within Existing Rights-of-Way,” (St. Mary) [50/J51-BDS#1642 on page 69] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-176 That $1,050,200 of the general obligation bond appropriation for St. Tammany Parish, “South Slidell Levee Protection Rehabilitation (USACE 533d Report for Levees West and East of I-10) Planning and Construction,” (St. Tammany) [50/J52-BDS#77 on page 70] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-177 That $1,410,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for St. Tammany Parish, “University Square Learning Center Facilities, Planning and
Construction,” (St. Tammany) [50/J52-BDS#78 on page 70] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-178 That $54,900 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Tangipahoa Parish, “South Airport Road - North Hoover Road Improvements,” (Tangipahoa) [50/J53-BDS#1390 on page 70] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-179 That $112,200 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Tangipahoa Parish, “Courthouse and Courthouse Annex Renovations and Expansions, Planning and Construction ($500,000 Local Match),” (Tangipahoa) [50/J53-BDS#1649 on page 70] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-180 That $119,100 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Tangipahoa Parish, “Tangipahoa Parish Multipurpose Livestock and Agricultural Facility, Planning and Construction, Supplemental Funding,” (Tangipahoa) [50/J53-BDS#1978 on page 70] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-181 That $4,700 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Tensas Parish, “Tensas Parish Port/Port Priority Site Plan, Planning and Construction,” (Tensas) [50/J54-BDS#81 on page 71] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-182 That $750,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Terrebonne Parish, “Bayou LaCarpe Watershed Project, Location C, Design and Construction,” (Terrebonne) [50/J55-BDS#849 on page 71] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.


3-184 That $700,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Terrebonne Parish, “Renovate the Le Petit de Terrebonne Theater Building, Planning and Construction,” (Terrebonne) [50/J55-BDS#1650 on page 71] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-185 That $990,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Terrebonne Parish, “South Louisiana Wetlands Discovery Center,” (Terrebonne) [50/J55-BDS#1651 on page 71] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-186 That $350,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Vernon Parish, “Visitor Center, Planning and Construction,” (Vernon) [50/J58-BDS#869 on page 72] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.


3-189 That $260,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Vernon Parish, “Creation of Vernon Lake Cultural Center, Recreation and Tourism Park, Planning and Construction,” (Vernon) [50/J58-BDS#1660 on page 72] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-190 That $480,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Vernon Parish, “Vernon/Fort Polk Thoroughfare Electrical Power Extension,” (Vernon) [50/J58-BDS#1663 on page 72] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-191 That $300 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Vernon Parish, “Plainview Road Improvements, Planning and Construction,” (Vernon) [50/J58-BDS#1664 on page 72] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.


3-193 That $288,800 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Webster Parish, “Courthouse HVAC Renovations, Planning and Construction,” (Webster) [50/J60-BDS#1666 on page 73] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-194 That $2,570,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for West Baton Rouge Parish, “LA 415 Bridge at Intracoastal Canal, Planning and Construction,” (West Baton Rouge) [50/J61-BDS#1667 on page 73] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-195 That $150,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for West Baton Rouge Parish, “Sid Richardson Road Extension, Planning and Construction,” (West Baton Rouge) [50/J61-BDS#1668 on page 73] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-196 That $70,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for West Baton Rouge Parish, “Regional Sewer System Located South of the Intra-Coastal Waterway and North of Brusly,” (West Baton Rouge) [50/J61-BDS#1669 on page 73] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-197 That $2,800 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Winn Parish, “Beulah Road Reconstruction, Planning and Construction,” (Winn) [50/J64-BDS#1671 on page 73] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-198 That $300 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Winn Parish, “Parish-Wide Roadway Projects,” (Winn) [50/J64-BDS#1673 on page 74] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-199 That $64,200 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Abita Springs, “Water Lines and Sewer Lines, Extensions and Upgrades, Planning and
Construction (Cash and/or In-Kind Match Required)," (St. Tammany) [50/M02-BDS#1675 on page 74] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-200 That $7,620,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Alexandria, "Sugarhouse Road/Eddie Williams Boulevard to LA Highway 1, Phase I and II, Planning and Construction ($5,000,000 Local Match)," (Rapides) [50/M05-BDS#82 on page 74] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-201 That $110,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Anacoco, "Anacoco Street Rehabilitation - Liles Road and East Road, Planning and Construction," (Vernon) [50/M07-BDS#888 on page 74] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-202 That $20,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Bastrop, "Bastrop City Hall - Roof Construction and Green Lighting, Planning and Construction," (Morehouse) [50/M19-BDS#1681 on page 75] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-203 That $250,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Bastrop, "Bastrop Central Fire Station, Replace Driveway City Hall, Roof Construction, Planning and Construction," (Morehouse) [50/M19-BDS#1682 on page 75] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-204 That $87,200 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Baton Rouge, "Baseball Stadium Improvements," (East Baton Rouge) [50/M20-BDS#1686 on page 76] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-205 That $362,900 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Benton, "Town of Benton Wastewater Collection System Improvements, Planning and Construction," (Bossier) [50/M22-BDS#909 on page 76] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-206 That $555,400 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Berwick, "Sewerage Collection System Along Old Spanish Trail and LA 182, Planning and Construction," (St. Mary) [50/M24-BDS#1687 on page 76] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-207 That $454,700 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Bossier City, "Louisiana Technology Research Institute," (Bossier) [50/M29-BDS#919 on page 76] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-208 That $2,240,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Broussard, "Three-Lane LA 182 in the City of Broussard, Planning and Construction ($750,000 Local Match)," (Lafayette) [50/M32-BDS#1690 on page 77] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-209 That $245,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Broussard, "Rehabilitate LA Hwy 182 from US 90 to LA Hwy 89, Planning and Construction," (Lafayette) [50/M32-BDS#1692 on page 77] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.
3-210 That $150,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Broussard, “South Bernard From Ambassador Caffery to LA Hwy 182,” (Lafayette) [50/M32-BDS#1693 on page 77] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-211 That $310,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Castor, “New Water Well and Related System Improvements, Planning and Construction,” (Bienville) [50/M40-BDS#1695 on page 78] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-212 That $510,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Chaneyville, “After School Education Center, Planning and Construction,” (Rapides) [50/M43-BDS#1696 on page 78] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-213 That $6,500 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Choudrant, “Village of Choudrant Town Hall,” (Lincoln) [50/M44-BDS#940 on page 78] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-214 That $7,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Columbia, “Water Well, Planning and Construction,” (Caldwell) [50/M52-BDS#1697 on page 78] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-215 That $290,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Cotton Valley, “Cotton Valley Sewerage System Improvements, Planning and Construction,” (Webster) [50/M54-BDS#1698 on page 79] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-216 That $40,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Crowley, “Northern Avenue at Center Ditch Bridge Repair, Planning and Construction,” (Acadia) [50/M58-BDS#1700 on page 79] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-217 That $80,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Cullen, “Potable Water and Distribution System Improvements, Planning and Construction,” (Webster) [50/M59-BDS#1703 on page 79] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-218 That $216,500 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Delcambre, “Water Distribution and Storage System Improvements, Planning and Construction,” (Vermilion) [50/M60-BDS#1704 on page 79] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-219 That $302,300 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Delhi, “Richland Parish Recreational and Learning Center, Planning and Construction,” (Richland) [50/M61-BDS#1706 on page 79] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-220 That $5,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Dequincy, “Sewer Rehabilitation of 8" Sewer on Holly and North Division Streets and 18" Sewer on William Still Road - City of DeQuincy,” (Calcasieu) [50/M64-BDS#1707 on page 79] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.
3-221 That $205,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Deridder, “Education and Job Training Center, Planning and Construction,” (Beauregard) [50/M65-BDS#960 on page 80] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-222 That $88,100 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Deridder, “Community Recreational Building and Shelter, Planning and Construction and/or Acquisition and Rehabilitation of the Existing Facility ($1,500,000 Local Match),” (Beauregard) [50/M65-BDS#962 on page 80] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-223 That $8,400 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Donaldsonville, “Riverfront Development, Planning and Construction,” (Ascension) [50/M68-BDS#1709 on page 80] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-224 That $40,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Erath, “Public Works Facility, Planning and Construction,” (Vermilion) [50/M80-BDS#1712 on page 81] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-225 That $425,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Florien, “Village of Florien Town Hall, Planning and Construction,” (Sabine) [50/M89-BDS#974 on page 81] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-226 That $523,700 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Forest Hill, “Renovation of Community Facilities, Planning and Construction ($375,000 Local Match),” (Rapides) [50/M93-BDS#977 on page 81] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-227 That $1,365,300 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Franklin, “Renovation of Old Crowell Elementary Building, Planning and Construction,” (St. Mary) [50/M94-BDS#1718 on page 81] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-228 That $159,800 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Golden Meadow, “Upgrade to North Sewerage Treatment Plant, Planning and Construction,” (Lafourche) [50/MA3-BDS#1720 on page 81] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-229 That $16,400 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Golden Meadow, “Median Turning Lane near Town Hall,” (Lafourche) [50/MA3-BDS#1721 on page 82] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-230 That $190,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Grambling, “Wastewater System Expansion,” (Lincoln) [50/MA6-BDS#991 on page 82] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-231 That $60,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Grand Coteau, “Police and Utility Departments Roof, Air Conditioning Unit for Town Hall, Handheld Meter Reader, Abandon and Plug Water Well,” (St. Landry) [50/MA9-BDS#1724 on page 82] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.
3-232 That $10,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Grand Coteau, “Fire Truck and Fire Station Upgrades,” (St. Landry) [50/MA9-BDS#1725 on page 82] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-233 That $34,600 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Grand Isle, “Historic Recreation Center/Community Center, Planning and Construction,” (Jefferson) [50/MB1-BDS#996 on page 82] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-234 That $68,300 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Grayson, “Streets and Drainage Improvements,” (Caldwell) [50/MB2-BDS#1728 on page 82] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-235 That $260,900 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Gretna, “City Hall Exterior and Interior Renovation, Planning and Construction,” (Jefferson) [50/MB5-BDS#1000 on page 82] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-236 That $2,150,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Gretna, “Downtown Drainage Improvements, Planning and Construction,” (Jefferson) [50/MB5-BDS#1001 on page 82] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-237 That $608,700 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Gretna, “Hancock Street Canal Improvements (Kepler Street - Virgil Street), Planning and Construction,” (Jefferson) [50/MB5-BDS#1730 on page 83] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-238 That $175,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Gretna, “McDonoghville Fire Station, Planning and Construction,” (Jefferson) [50/MB5-BDS#1731 on page 83] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-239 That $604,200 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Gretna, “Lion's Club Conversion to Gretna Senior Center, Planning and Construction,” (Jefferson) [50/MB5-BDS#1733 on page 83] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-240 That $115,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Gretna, “Jefferson Parish Waterline Connection, Planning and Construction,” (Jefferson) [50/MB5-BDS#1734 on page 83] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-241 That $640,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Gretna, “Stumpf Boulevard Force Main, Planning and Construction,” (Jefferson) [50/MB5-BDS#1735 on page 83] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-242 That $140,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Hammond, “Air Traffic Control Tower Elevator, Planning and Construction,” (Tangipahoa) [50/MB9-BDS#1008 on page 83] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-243 That $780,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Hammond, “Sewer System Improvements, Oxidation Ditch Conversion, Sequencing
Batch Reactor and Pump Station, Planning and Construction," (Tangipahoa) [50/MB9-BDS#1738 on page 84] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-244 That $300 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Hammond, “Pine Hill Sewer System Improvements and Municipal Tie-In, Planning and Construction,” (Tangipahoa) [50/MB9-BDS#1739 on page 84] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-245 That $23,500 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Harahan, “Magnolia Boulevard Drainage - West Magnolia to Jefferson Highway, Planning and Construction,” (Jefferson) [50/MC1-BDS#1740 on page 84] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-246 That $219,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Homer, “Town of Homer, Town Hall Renovations, Planning and Construction,” (Claiborne) [50/MC9-BDS#1019 on page 84] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-247 That $95,700 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Hornbeck, “Emergency Connection with West Vernon Waterworks District and Inline Booster Station, Planning and Construction,” (Vernon) [50/MD1-BDS#1743 on page 85] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-248 That $91,200 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Hornbeck, “Emergency Connection with Sabine Parish Water Works District 1, Planning and Construction,” (Sabine) [50/MD1-BDS#1744 on page 85] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-249 That $22,700 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Hornbeck, “Emergency Connection with Anacoco Water System, Planning and Construction,” (Vernon) [50/MD1-BDS#1745 on page 85] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-250 That $35,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Independence, “Sewerage Treatment and Sewer/Water Lines Repairs, Planning and Construction (Cash and/or In-Kind Match Required),” (Tangipahoa) [50/MD5-BDS#1747 on page 85] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-251 That $13,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Jeanerette, “Sewer Treatment Facility Upgrade, Planning and Construction ($912,500 Federal and/or Local Match),” (Iberia) [50/ME2-BDS#1749 on page 86] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-252 That $285,700 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Jonesville, “Renovations to National Guard Armory Building,” (Catahoula) [50/ME6-BDS#1750 on page 86] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-253 That $55,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Jonesville, “Pumping Station Upgrade, Planning and Construction,” (Catahoula) [50/ME6-BDS#1751 on page 86] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.
3-254 That $46,100 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Kenner, “Lake Trail Drainage Improvement, Planning and Construction,” (Jefferson) [50/MF1-BDS#1754 on page 86] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-255 That $250,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Killian, “Killian/Springfield Police Joint Facility, Planning and Construction,” (Livingston) [50/MF4-BDS#1048 on page 87] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-256 That $2,250,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Lake Charles, “Infrastructure Improvements for Economic Development, Planning and Construction ($2,000,000 Local Match),” (Calcasieu) [50/MF9-BDS#1054 on page 87] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-257 That $200,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Lake Charles, “Lakefront Development,” (Calcasieu) [50/MF9-BDS#1055 on page 87] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-258 That $6,500 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Lake Charles, “Relocation of Lakeshore Drive, to Include Eastbound and Westbound I-10 Ramps to Ryan Street, Planning and Construction,” (Calcasieu) [50/MF9-BDS#1757 on page 87] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-259 That $375,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Leesville, “Water System Rehabilitation Including Generators, Planning and Construction,” (Vernon) [50/MG3-BDS#1059 on page 88] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-260 That $255,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Leesville, “Street Rehabilitation and Extension,” (Vernon) [50/MG3-BDS#1061 on page 88] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-261 That $300 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Leesville, “University Parkway Sewer System and Wastewater Treatment Facilities Enhancements, Planning and Construction,” (Vernon) [50/MG3-BDS#1758 on page 88] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-262 That $800 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Leesville, “Highway 28 and 171 Sewer and Water Extension,” (Vernon) [50/MG3-BDS#1759 on page 88] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-263 That $4,200 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Livonia, “Purchase and Installation of Law Enforcement Surveillance System, Planning and Construction,” (Pointe Coupee) [50/MG8-BDS#1764 on page 88] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-264 That $990,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Lockport, “Lockport Street Improvements, Planning and Construction,” (Lafourche) [50/MG9-BDS#1066 on page 89] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.
3-265 That $3,700 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Madisonville, “Madisonville Bulkhead,” (St. Tammany) [50/MH6-BDS#1768 on page 89] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-266 That $25,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Mandeville, “Mandeville Police Classroom Addition,” (St. Tammany) [50/MH8-BDS#1072 on page 89] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-267 That $49,500 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Mandeville, “Water Tower, Construction,” (St. Tammany) [50/MH8-BDS#1771 on page 89] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-268 That $20,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Mangham, “Mangham Recreation Complex,” (Richland) [50/MH9-BDS#1074 on page 89] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-269 That $50,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Mansfield, “Wastewater Collection System Improvements, Planning and Construction,” (DeSoto) [50/MI1-BDS#1078 on page 89] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-270 That $250,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Marksville, “Mary Bethune Community Center, previously known as D.A. Jordan Community Center, for the City of Marksville, Planning and Construction,” (Avoyelles) [50/MI6-BDS#1772 on page 90] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-271 That $10,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Melville, “Multi-Purpose Community Center, Planning and Construction,” (St. Landry) [50/MJ1-BDS#1083 on page 90] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-272 That $22,500 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Merryville, “Sewerage Pump Station and Aeration System Improvements, Planning and Construction,” (Beauregard) [50/MJ4-BDS#1774 on page 90] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-273 That $36,300 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Minden, “Potable Water Ground Storage Tank, Planning and Construction,” (Webster) [50/MJ5-BDS#1088 on page 90] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-274 That $100,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Monroe, “Downtown Development District Facilities and Infrastructure for River Front, Design and Construction,” (Ouachita) [50/MJ6-BDS#1089 on page 91] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-275 That $71,500 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Monroe, “Monroe Regional Airport Terminal, Planning and Construction ($40,500,000 Federal and/or Local Match),” (Ouachita) [50/MJ6-BDS#1776 on page 91] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.
3-276 That $50,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Morgan City, “Water Plant Improvements, Planning and Construction,” (St. Mary) [50/MK2-BDS#1099 on page 91] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-277 That $200,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Natchitoches, “Blanchard Road Development, Planning and Construction,” (Natchitoches) [50/MK9-BDS#1104 on page 91] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-278 That $250,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Natchitoches, “Highland Park Road Bridge, Environmental, Planning and Construction,” (Natchitoches) [50/MK9-BDS#1106 on page 91] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-279 That $6,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Natchitoches, “South Natchitoches Drainage Improvements, including Adjacent Roadwork, Planning and Construction,” (Natchitoches) [50/MK9-BDS#1112 on page 91] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-280 That $92,100 of the general obligation bond appropriation for New Iberia, “Frontage Road Improvements, Real Estate, Planning and Construction,” (Iberia) [50/ML1-BDS#1782 on page 92] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-281 That $20,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for New Llano, “Raymond Street Rehabilitation,” (Vernon) [50/ML2-BDS#1120 on page 92] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-282 That $753,600 of the general obligation bond appropriation for New Llano, “Expansion of Wastewater System South to Fort Polk Entrance Road ($750,000 Local Match) Real Estate Acquisition, and/or Street Lighting Improvements, Planning and Construction,” (Vernon) [50/ML2-BDS#1783 on page 92] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-283 That $88,500 of the general obligation bond appropriation for New Llano, “Street Improvements, Planning and Construction,” (Vernon) [50/ML2-BDS#1785 on page 92] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-284 That $2,700 of the general obligation bond appropriation for New Orleans, “Norman Playground Basketball Gym, and Park Enhancements, Planning and Construction,” (Orleans) [50/ML3-BDS#1133 on page 93] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-285 That $512,200 of the general obligation bond appropriation for New Orleans, “Rosenwald Community Center, Planning and Construction,” (Orleans) [50/ML3-BDS#1786 on page 93] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-286 That $250,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for New Orleans, “Taylor Pool and Playground, Renovations and Upgrades, Planning and Construction,” (Orleans) [50/ML3-BDS#1788 on page 93] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.
3-287 That $905,900 of the general obligation bond appropriation for New Orleans, "Construction of Opelousas Street Extension from Behrman Avenue to Obannon Street and Construction of Patterson Drive Extension from Hendee Street to Obannon Street, Planning and Construction," (Orleans) [50/ML3-BDS#1789 on page 94] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.


3-289 That $8,975,400 of the general obligation bond appropriation for New Orleans, "West Bank Park Improvements - New Soccer and Recreational Facilities, Planning and Construction," (Orleans) [50/ML3-BDS#1795 on page 94] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-290 That $1,782,200 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Oil City, "Water Treatment Plant Improvements, Planning and Construction," (Caddo) [50/MM4-BDS#1142 on page 95] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-291 That $240,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Olla, "Downtown Area Sidewalk, Ramps, Curbing, and Fencing Enhancements," (LaSalle) [50/MM5-BDS#1797 on page 95] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-292 That $200,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Opelousas, "Opelousas Infrastructure Renovation Program, Planning and Construction," (St. Landry) [50/MM6-BDS#1798 on page 95] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-293 That $460,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Patterson, "Replacement of Water and Gas Meters in Patterson, Planning and Construction," (St. Mary) [50/MM9-BDS#1799 on page 96] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-294 That $277,900 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Plain Dealing, "Wastewater Treatment Plant Improvement, Planning and Construction," (Bossier) [50/MN5-BDS#1146 on page 96] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-295 That $175,500 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Ponchatoula, "Consolidated Law Enforcement Complex, Acquisition, Planning and Construction," (Tangipahoa) [50/01-BDS#1151 on page 96] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-296 That $1,062,300 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Rayville, "Water Service Facilities for Economic Development, Planning and Construction," (Richland) [50/MO9-BDS#1158 on page 97] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-297 That $23,100 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Ringgold, "Town Hall/Civic Center Renovations, and Remodeling, Planning and Construction,"
3-298 That $1,610,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Rosepine, “Rosepine Wastewater Treatment Plant Improvement, Planning and Construction,” (Vernon) [50/MQ1-BDS#1806 on page 97] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-299 That $500 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Rosepine, “Water System Improvements, Town of Rosepine, Planning and Construction,” (Vernon) [50/MQ1-BDS#1807 on page 97] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-300 That $60,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for St. Martinville, “Sewer and Water Updates, Planning and Construction,” (St. Martin) [50/MQ5-BDS#1397 on page 98] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-301 That $39,100 of the general obligation bond appropriation for St. Martinville, “Sewer Lift Station Improvements,” (St. Martin) [50/MQ5-BDS#1815 on page 98] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-302 That $250,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Scott, “Water and Sewer Line Installation along Apollo Road Extension, Planning and Construction,” (Lafayette) [50/MQ8-BDS#1816 on page 99] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-303 That $1,022,700 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Shreveport, “C.C. Antoine Park, Planning and Construction,” (Caddo) [50/MR1-BDS#1173 on page 99] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-304 That $9,200 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Sibley, “Town of Sibley, Water Tank Rehabilitations, Planning and Construction,” (Webster) [50/MR2-BDS#1184 on page 99] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-305 That $1,500 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Sikes, “Village of Sikes Water System Extensions and Improvements, Planning and Construction,” (Winn) [50/MR4-BDS#1820 on page 100] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-306 That $2,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Simsboro, “Water Well and Water Main,” (Lincoln) [50/MR7-BDS#1822 on page 100] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-307 That $70,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Springhill, “Wastewater Collection System Improvements, Planning and Construction,” (Webster) [50/MS5-BDS#1190 on page 100] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-308 That $147,500 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Sterlington, “Wastewater Treatment Improvements - Headworks Structure, Planning and
That $2,400,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Sulphur, “Upgrade Regional Sewerage Pumping Stations (Arizona and Highway 108), Planning and Construction,” (Calcasieu) [50/MS9-BDS#1199 on page 100] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

That $500,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Tallulah, “Emergency Water Production, Transmission and Treatment, Acquisition, Planning and Construction,” (Madison) [50/MT3-BDS#1201 on page 101] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

That $1,400 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Tallulah, “Improvements to Sewer System, Planning and Construction,” (Madison) [50/MT3-BDS#1827 on page 101] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

That $22,400 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Tallulah, “Sewer Treatment Plant Improvements City of Tallulah,” (Madison) [50/MT3-BDS#1828 on page 101] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

That $256,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Thibodaux, “LA Hwy 20 (N. Canal Blvd.) Widening, Planning and Construction,” (Lafourche) [50/MT5-BDS#1399 on page 101] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

That $53,400 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Vinton, “Water Treatment Plant Improvements, Including Rehabilitation of Elevated Water Storage Tank, Site and Electrical Improvements, Planning and Construction,” (Calcasieu) [50/MU5-BDS#1829 on page 102] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

That $872,100 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Vivian, “Water and Wastewater System Improvements and Extension, Planning and Construction,” (Caddo) [50/MU6-BDS#1211 on page 102] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

That $250,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Walker, “Industrial Park Road Extension, Planning and Construction,” (Livingston) [50/MU7-BDS#1212 on page 102] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

That $300,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for West Monroe, “Rehabilitation of Montgomery Street from LA 34 to I-20, Roadway, Water and Sewer,” (Ouachita) [50/MV2-BDS#1833 on page 102] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

That $2,110,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Westlake, “Golf Course Development, Planning and Development ($5,000,000 Local/Other Match Consisting of Cash and/or In-Kind, with First Year not to
Exceed $200,000," (Calcasieu) [50/MV3-BDS#1834 on page 102] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-319 That $600,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Westlake, “Police and Emergency Response Facility, Planning and Construction,” (Calcasieu) [50/MV3-BDS#1836 on page 103] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-320 That $425,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Westlake, “New Water Well, Planning and Construction,” (Calcasieu) [50/MV3-BDS#1837 on page 103] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-321 That $14,800 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Westwego, “The WHARF, Planning and Construction,” (Jefferson) [50/MV4-BDS#95 on page 103] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-322 That $26,700 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Westwego, “Drainage Improvements, Phase I,” (Jefferson) [50/MV4-BDS#1220 on page 103] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-323 That $66,600 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Westwego, “Farmers/Fisheries Market, Planning and Construction,” (Jefferson) [50/MV4-BDS#1222 on page 103] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-324 That $1,223,500 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Westwego, “Park Land and Improvements, Including Improvements to Existing Parks and Land Acquisition, Planning and Construction,” (Jefferson) [50/MV4-BDS#1225 on page 103] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-325 That $1,000,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Westwego, “Performing Arts Center/Community Center Renovations, Planning, Construction and Equipment,” (Jefferson) [50/MV4-BDS#1226 on page 103] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-326 That $1,000,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Westwego, “Street Improvements, including the Placement of Fire Hydrants, Planning and Construction,” (Jefferson) [50/MV4-BDS#1231 on page 103] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-327 That $3,800 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Winnfield, “Port DeLuce Reservoir, Planning and Construction,” (Winn) [50/MV7-BDS#1840 on page 104] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-328 That $150,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Youngsville, “Infrastructure Improvements for the Youngsville Sports Complex, Planning and Construction,” (Lafayette) [50/MW2-BDS#1242 on page 104] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.
3-329 That $1,300,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Zachary, “Water System Improvements, Planning and Construction,” (East Baton Rouge) [50/MW3-BDS#1248 on page 105] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-330 That $117,900 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Zwolle, “Installation of 6” Waterline and Water Well, Planning and Construction ($25,000 Local Match),” (Sabine) [50/MW4-BDS#1846 on page 105] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-331 That $200,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for St. Gabriel, “St. Gabriel Police Department - Land, Building Acquisition Project, Planning and Construction,” (Iberville) [50/MW6-BDS#1847 on page 105] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-332 That $59,500 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Central, “Administration Building,” (East Baton Rouge) [50/MW8-BDS#1392 on page 105] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-333 That $5,000,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for New Orleans Exhibition Hall Authority, “Property Development Project,” (Orleans) [50/N05-BDS#1252 on page 106] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.


3-335 That $260,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Chennault Industrial Air Park Authority, “New Aviation Hangar and Ground Support Equipment Facility, Planning and Construction ($1,000,000 Local Match),” (Calcasieu) [50/N13-BDS#1850 on page 106] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-336 That $350,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Chennault Industrial Air Park Authority, “New Air Cargo Facility, Planning and Construction ($1,100,000 Local Match),” (Calcasieu) [50/N13-BDS#1852 on page 106] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-337 That $4,800,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Biomedical Research Foundation of Northwest Louisiana, “P.E.T. Clinical and Research Imaging Equipment,” (Caddo) [50/N21-BDS#1854 on page 107] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-338 That $200,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for England Economic and Industrial Development District, “Warehouse/Distribution Complex, Planning and Construction,” (Rapides) [50/N33-BDS#1261 on page 107] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-339 That $77,300 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Odyssey House Louisiana, Inc., “Odyssey House Louisiana Renovation Project, Planning and
That $3,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for New Orleans Jazz and Heritage Foundation, “The Jazz and Heritage Center Renovation and Addition 1225 North Rampart, Planning and Construction,” (Orleans) [50/N51-BDS#1858 on page 108] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

That $357,100 of the general obligation bond appropriation for North Lafourche Conservation Levee and Drainage District, “80 Arpent Canal Dredging, Caldwell Plantation to Laurel Valley, Planning and Construction,” (Lafourche) [50/N71-BDS#1860 on page 108] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

That $1,900,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for The National World War II Museum, Inc., “Capital Expansion Project, including Parking Structure, Skybridge, Andrew Higgins Plaza, Train Station Experience and Canopy, Planning and Construction,” (Orleans) [50/N74-BDS#1268 on page 108] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

That $100 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Kingsley House, “Kingsley House Acquisition, Renovations, New Construction and Major Repairs,” (Orleans) [50/N98-BDS#1271 on page 108] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.


That $3,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for South Louisiana Development Council, “SLEC/Nicholls Field and Drainage Improvements, Planning and Construction,” (Lafourche) [50/NBG-BDS#1866 on page 109] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

That $100,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for YMCA of The Capital Area, “Capital Area YMCA - Long Farms, Acquisition, Planning and Construction,” (East Baton Rouge) [50/NBK-BDS#1280 on page 110] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

That $1,300 of the general obligation bond appropriation for District 2 Enhancement Corporation, “New Orleans East Walking and Bike Trail, Planning and Construction,” (Orleans) [50/NBT-BDS#1284 on page 110] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

That $145,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Baton Rouge Recreation and Parks Commission, “Children's Museum, Planning and Construction ($5,000,000 Local Match),” (East Baton Rouge) [50/NC2-BDS#1290 on page 110] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.
3-349 That $50,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Waterworks District 14 Calcasieu Parish, “Replacement of Old Starks Water System Lines and Plugging of Old Wells, Planning and Construction,” (Calcasieu) [50/NCJ-BDS#1292 on page 111] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-350 That $49,900 of the general obligation bond appropriation for South Toledo Bend Waterworks District, “Water Distribution System Improvements Including Water Meters,” (Sabine) [50/NCN-BDS#1869 on page 111] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-351 That $200,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for The Louisiana Association for The Blind, “Louisiana Association for the Blind Manufacturing Facility and Organization Headquarters, Planning and Construction,” (Caddo) [50/NCZ-BDS#1293 on page 111] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-352 That $405,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Opportunities Industrialization Center, “New Education Building, Planning and Construction,” (Ouachita) [50/NDN-BDS#1294 on page 111] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-353 That $ 600 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Cajundome, “Cajundome Improvements, Planning and Construction,” (Lafayette) [50/NFE-BDS#1875 on page 112] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-354 That $55,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Algiers Development District, Inc., “Westbank Recreation Center - Federal City,” (Orleans) [50/NFQ-BDS#1876 on page 112] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-355 That $400,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Louisiana Black History Hall of Fame, “Museum and Cultural Center, Land Acquisition, Planning and Construction ($100,000 Cash and/or In-Kind Match),” (East Baton Rouge) [50/NG6-BDS#1880 on page 112] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-356 That $120,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Lincoln Parish Fire Protection District #1, “Renovations to Existing Facility and Additional Buildings, Acquisition, Planning and Construction,” (Lincoln) [50/NGA-BDS#1881 on page 112] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-357 That $104,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for West Vernon Waterworks District, “Expansion of Water Distribution System and Booster Station West Vernon Waterworks District, Planning and Construction,” (Vernon) [50/NGE-BDS#1882 on page 113] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-358 That $ 100 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Family Center of Life, Inc., “Family Center of Hope Community Center in New Orleans, Planning and Construction ($600,000 Local Match),” (Orleans) [50/NGF-BDS#1883 on page 113] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.
3-359 That $534,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Strand Theater of Shreveport, “Repair and Renovation to the Strand Theatre of Shreveport,” (Caddo) [50/NGQ-BDS#1301 on page 113] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-360 That $156,700 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Bogalusa Community Medical Center Foundation, “Capital Improvements at Washington St. Tammany Regional Medical Center,” (St. Tammany, Washington) [50/NHL-BDS#1887 on page 113] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.


3-362 That $700,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for YMCA Greater New Orleans, “Belle Chasse YMCA, Planning and Construction,” (Plaquemines) [50/NIL-BDS#1893 on page 114] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.


3-365 That $290,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Waterworks District #1 Desoto Parish, “Water System Improvements and Extension, Planning and Construction ($1,977,300 Local Match),” (DeSoto) [50/NJP-BDS#1309 on page 115] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-366 That $100 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Red Hill Waterworks, “Replacement Water Well, Connections and Equipment, Planning and Construction,” (Winn) [50/NJU-BDS#1901 on page 115] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.


3-368 That $50,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Rapides Water Works District No. 3, “Color Removal from Well No. 2 and Well No. 7 at LA Army National Guard, Camp Beauregard, Pineville, LA, Planning and Construction,” (Rapides) [50/NM1-BDS#1909 on page 116] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-370 That $875,700 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Belmont Waterworks, “Water System Improvements, Planning and Construction,” (Sabine) [50/NMD-BDS#1912 on page 117] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.


3-373 That $200,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Professional Specialties, “USDA Veterinary Biologic Facility, Planning and Construction,” (East Baton Rouge) [50/NNB-BDS#1318 on page 117] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.


3-375 That $50,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Beauregard Parish Waterworks District #3, “Longacre Road Water Plant Improvements, Planning and Construction,” (Beauregard) [50/NNW-BDS#1320 on page 117] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-376 That $8,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Wiley Pevy Post #74 American Legion, “American Legion, Wiley-Pevy Post #74 Roof Repairs/Replacement, Planning and Construction,” (Webster) [50/NPY-BDS#1921 on page 118] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-377 That $45,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Freed Men, Inc., “Freed Men Housing Renovations, Planning and Construction,” (Ouachita) [50/NQE-BDS#1923 on page 118] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-378 That $90,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Gentilly Development District, “Milne Boys Home, Planning and Construction,” (Orleans) [50/NQF-BDS#1924 on page 118] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.
3-379 That $750,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Calcasieu Waterworks District #10, “New Water System, Planning and Construction,” (Calcasieu) [50/NQW-BDS#1329 on page 119] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.


3-381 That $93,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for South Beauregard Parish Recreation District #2, “Multi-Purpose Recreation Facility, Planning and Construction,” (Beauregard) [50/NRD-BDS#1330 on page 119] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-382 That $6,700 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Sabine Parish Water District #1, “New Production Water Well, Planning and Construction,” (Sabine) [50/NSE-BDS#1928 on page 120] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-383 That $100 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Eden House, “New Facility, Acquisition, Planning and Construction,” (Orleans) [50/NSP-BDS#1930 on page 120] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-384 That $95,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Junior League of New Orleans, “Renovate Annex Building and Re-Purpose Space, Including Installation of Handicap Accessiblility Ramp and Bathroom Upgrades, Planning and Construction,” (Orleans) [50/NSR-BDS#1931 on page 120] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.


3-387 That $135,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Bayou Civic Club, “Facilities Upgrade/Roof and Kitchen, Planning and Construction,” (Lafourche) [50/NSU-BDS#1935 on page 121] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-388 That $14,400 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Morehouse Parish Sheriff, “Operations Center Relocation, Site Development, Renovations and Improvements, Planning and Construction ($130,000 Local Match),” (Morehouse) [50/NSX-BDS#1936 on page 121] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.
3-389 That $198,700 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Mercy Endeavors, “Irish Channel St. Andrew Street Elderly Resource Center, New Facility, Land Acquisition, Including Installation and Acquisition of Building Equipment and Furnishings, Planning and Construction,” (Orleans) [50/NT2-BDS#1339 on page 121] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-390 That $1,984,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Terrebonne Parish Recreation Districts 2 and 3, “Terrebonne Sports Complex, Phase I, Infrastructure Improvements, Acquisition, Planning and Construction,” (Terrebonne) [50/NTG-BDS#1340 on page 121] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-391 That $11,800 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Jackson Tourism Enhancement, “Feliciana Veterans Memorial, Planning and Construction,” (East Feliciana) [50/NTI-BDS#1938 on page 121] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-392 That $260,100 of the general obligation bond appropriation for East Feliciana Emergency Communications District, “Emergency Communications Center, Planning and Construction,” (East Feliciana) [50/NTQ-BDS#1941 on page 122] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-393 That $110,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Homer Memorial Hospital, “Upper Parking Lot Expansion, Planning and Construction,” (Claiborne) [50/NTT-BDS#1942 on page 122] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-394 That $25,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Homer Memorial Hospital, “Hospital Roof Repair,” (Claiborne) [50/NTT-BDS#1944 on page 123] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-395 That $100,500 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Hammond Area Recreation District 1, “Parking Lot for Hammond Area Recreation District No. 1, Planning and Construction,” (Tangipahoa) [50/NUJ-BDS#1947 on page 123] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.


3-397 That $16,500 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Terrebonne Parish Recreation District #11, “Mechanicville Gym - Multi-Purpose Building, Planning and Construction,” (Terrebonne) [50/NUW-BDS#1948 on page 123] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-398 That $100,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Iberville Parish Restoration of Aged Community Outreach Center, “Restoration of Aged Community Center Widow’s Son Lodge #10, Building Acquisition and
Renovation,” (Iberville) [50/NVO-BDS#1394 on page 124] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-399  That $100,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Mt. Moriah Masonic Lodge #17, “Assumption Parish Restoration and Renovation of Historic Building Damaged by Hurricane Gustav,” (Assumption) [50/NVP-BDS#1954 on page 124] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-400  That $100 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Our Lady of The Lake Children’s Hospital, “Our Lady of the Lake Children’s Hospital, Acquisition, Planning and Construction,” (East Baton Rouge) [50/NVW-BDS#1355 on page 124] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-401  That $16,400 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Union Parish Law Enforcement District, “New Law Enforcement/Services/Training/Emergency Shelter Complex, Planning and Construction ($500,000 Local In-Kind Match, $1,100,000 Federal Match),” (Union) [50/NW1-BDS#1956 on page 125] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-402  That $50,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Louisiana Lakes Conservancy, “Louisiana Lakes Conservancy, Planning and Construction,” (East Baton Rouge) [50/NWB-BDS#1360 on page 125] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-403  That $205,900 of the general obligation bond appropriation for National Hurricane Museum and Science Center, Inc., “National Hurricane Museum and Science Center, Planning and Construction,” (Calcasieu) [50/NWK-BDS#1361 on page 125] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-404  That $1,780,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Louisiana Swamp Base, Inc., “Camp Atchafalaya, Acquisition, Planning, Design and Construction,” (St. Martin) [50/NWR-BDS#1364 on page 126] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-405  That $2,000,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Lafayette Central Park, Inc., “Lafayette Central Park Improvements,” (Lafayette) [50/NWS-BDS#1365 on page 126] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

3-406  That $5,000,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Our Lady of The Lake Regional Medical Center, “Our Lady of the Lake Regional Medical Center, Mid-City Neighborhood Clinic and Urgent Care Center, Planning and Construction,” (East Baton Rouge) [50/NXA-BDS#1370 on page 127] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

Mr. Moses explained that FP&C had already requested and the State Bond Commission (SBC) had approved $1.45 billion in lines of credit. However, with a capacity of $1.55 billion, they didn’t think it prudent to recommend lines of credit for the full capacity because SBC had advised there would not be funds available for the full amount. Therefore, he said they are asking the Interim Emergency Board to take the balance of the Priority 1s in the capital outlay bill that have not yet received a line of credit and move them to Priority 5 designation so they can be addressed as a non-cash line of credit, which would keep them in the queue to possibly move up next fiscal year for lines of credit as funds are needed and available.

Sen. Alario said he recalled that in the last SBC meeting there were some efforts made to move some projects into P2 highway projects and improvements to universities throughout the state. He asked Mr. Moses if, since many of these projects are not ready to go yet, that might prevent them from moving forward on some of the highway projects and improvements to universities. Mr. Moses stated that Sen. Alario was correct in that assumption.

Sen. Alario then asked if the projects were moved to P5 now, would they have a valid reason to try to move the projects up in the next capital outlay effort. Mr. Moses agreed. He explained that they will begin developing the FY18 capital outlay bill in January and February and that these projects would then be looked at as new P5s. If it was expected that the projects would need cash in FY18, then they would recommend moving them into P1s in the original bill for 2018. He pointed out that the important thing to focus on here is that if these projects are not moved to P5s now and were to remain as P1s in the Impossible and Impractical (I&I) category (which designation had been granted by SBC), there would be no way for them to obtain a cash line of credit in P1 next year. Thus, it is better to be in a P5 with the ability to move up to P1 next year as opposed to staying as a P1 without a line of credit.
With no further discussion of the matter, Commissioner Dardenne motioned to approve; second by Sen. LaFleur. The motion passed with no objection.

With no further business to conduct, Rep. Henry moved to adjourn. The meeting was adjourned with no objection at 9:53am.

Respectfully submitted,

Sue Israel, Secretary

Attachments: Capital Outlay documentation (47 pages)
November 15, 2016

Sue Israel
Board Secretary
Interim Emergency Board
Post Office Box 44095
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70804

Re: Capital Outlay Priority Changes

Dear Ms. Israel:

Per R.S. 39:461.4, I am requesting that you place the following Priority Change Requests on the agenda for consideration at the November 17, 2016 meeting of the Interim Emergency Board:

That $68,800 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Division of Administration, “Shreveport State Office Building Mechanical and Electrical Renovations,” (Caddo) [01/107-BDS#109 on page 8] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $121,700 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Division of Administration, “Outpatient Clinics in Rapides Parish, Planning and Construction,” (Rapides) [01/107-BDS#1402 on page 9] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $42,600 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Division of Administration, “DPS and ISB Data Centers, Planning, Construction and Renovations,” (East Baton Rouge) [01/107-BDS#1410 on page 10] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $70,700 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Department of Veterans Affairs, “Southeast Louisiana War Veterans Home, Planning and Construction,” (St. John The Baptist) [03/130-BDS#1423 on page 13] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and
That $78,900 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Northeast Louisiana War Veterans Home, “Exterior and Interior Door Replacements,” (Ouachita) [03/132-BDS#1424 on page 13] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $51,800 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Secretary of State, “Louisiana State Exhibit Museum - Regional Archives and Office Facility, Planning and Construction,” (Caddo) [04/139-BDS#10 on page 14] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $72,700 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Secretary of State, “Eddie Robinson Museum, Planning and Construction,” (Lincoln) [04/139-BDS#1426 on page 14] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $2,400,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Office of Business Development, “Water Conference and Education Center, Planning, Engineering, Design and Construction,” (East Baton Rouge) [05/252-BDS#1433 on page 15] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $2,900 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Office of State Museum, “Cabildo Exterior Restoration and Repair, Planning and Construction,” (Orleans) [06/263-BDS#1435 on page 15] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $1,714,200 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Office of State Parks, “Preventive Maintenance/Major Repairs and Improvements,” (Statewide) [06/264-BDS#11 on page 16] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $220,600 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Office of State Parks, “Chemin-a-Haut State Park Acquisition, Planning and Construction of New Group Camp, Vacation Cabins, Visitor Center and Restrooms,” (Morehouse) [06/264-BDS#159 on page 16] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $117,900 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Office of State Parks, “Fort Pike State Historic Site, Planning and Construction,” (Orleans) [06/264-BDS#165 on page 16] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $1,788,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Office of State Parks, “Poverty Point Reservoir State Park Group Camp, Conference Center, Site Amenities, Acquisition, Planning and Construction,” (Richland) [06/264-BDS#180 on page 17] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and
That $1,030,200 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Office of State Parks, “Tunica Hills State Preservation Area, Acquisition, Planning and Construction,” (West Feliciana) [06/264-BDS#197 on page 17] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $1,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Office of State Parks, “South Toledo Bend State Park Emergency Erosion Controls, Planning and Construction,” (Sabine) [06/264-BDS#1437 on page 17] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $2,450,800 of the general obligation bond appropriation for New Orleans City Park, “City Park Maintenance Complex Improvements, Planning and Construction,” (Orleans) [06/A20-BDS#1440 on page 17] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $997,600 of the general obligation bond appropriation for New Orleans City Park, “City Park Golf Complex Improvements, Planning and Construction,” (Orleans) [06/A20-BDS#1441 on page 17] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $3,086,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for New Orleans City Park, “Splash Park, Planning and Construction,” (Orleans) [06/A20-BDS#1444 on page 18] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $2,000,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for DOTD - Administration, “Highway 397 in Calcasieu Parish, North and South Turning Lanes,” (Calcasieu) [07/270-BDS#215 on page 20] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $22,500,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for DOTD - Administration, “LA 1 Improvements, Phase 2, Planning, Engineering, Right of Way, Utilities and Construction,” (Lafourche) [07/270-BDS#224 on page 20] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $5,000,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for DOTD - Administration, “LA 3034 Improvements,” (East Baton Rouge) [07/270-BDS#232 on page 20] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $4,000,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for DOTD - Administration, “LA 44 Widening, I-10 to LA 22, Planning, Utilities, Right of Way and Construction,” (Ascension) [07/270-BDS#235 on page 21] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and
That $2,000,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for DOTD - Administration, “LA 70/LA 22 from I-10 to the Sunshine Bridge, Planning and Construction,” (Ascension, St. James) [07/270-BDS#238 on page 21] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $4,000,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for DOTD - Administration, “LA 930 Reconstruction,” (Ascension) [07/270-BDS#245 on page 21] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $2,000,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for DOTD - Administration, “Bayou Dechene Reservoir, Planning, Land Acquisition and Construction,” (Caldwell) [07/274-BDS#268 on page 25] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $1,000,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for DOTD - Public Improvements, “Water Resources Management Program, Studies, Planning and Construction,” (Statewide) [07/274-BDS#281 on page 26] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $77,600 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Louisiana State Penitentiary, “Main Prison Shower and Cellblock Plumbing Upgrade, Planning and Construction,” (West Feliciana) [08/402-BDS#1459 on page 27] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $618,600 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Louisiana State Penitentiary, “Emergency Water Filter System Replacement, Planning and Construction,” (West Feliciana) [08/402-BDS#1460 on page 27] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $25,500 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Louisiana State Penitentiary, “Electrical Distribution System Upgrade, Planning and Construction,” (West Feliciana) [08/402-BDS#1461 on page 27] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $2,829,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Office of Juvenile Justice, “Community Based Program, Juvenile Justice Improvements, Planning, Construction, Renovation, Acquisition, and Equipment,” (Statewide) [08/403-BDS#1462 on page 27] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $241,800 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Office of Juvenile Justice, “Major Repairs and Equipment Replacement, Planning and Construction,”
(Statewide) [08/403-BDS#1464 on page 28] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $1,600 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Winn Correctional Center, “Sanitation Code Violations, Planning and Construction,” (Winn) [08/407-BDS#1466 on page 28] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $185,600 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Dixon Correctional Institute, “Emergency Generators, Planning and Construction,” (East Feliciana) [08/409-BDS#1468 on page 28] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $200 of the general obligation bond appropriation for David Wade Correctional Center, “Fire Alarm System Renovations, Planning and Construction,” (Claiborne) [08/414-BDS#1470 on page 28] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $33,100 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Rayburn Correctional Center, “Security Perimeter Fence, Planning and Construction,” (Washington) [08/416-BDS#1471 on page 28] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $75,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Office of State Police, “Renovate Training Academy, Planning and Construction,” (East Baton Rouge) [08/419-BDS#1472 on page 29] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $1,300 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Office of State Police, “Crime Lab Expansion, Planning and Construction,” (East Baton Rouge) [08/419-BDS#1473 on page 29] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $82,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Office of Motor Vehicles, “Parking and Utility Tie-In for OMV Veteran’s, Planning and Construction,” (Jefferson, Orleans) [08/420-BDS#1474 on page 29] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $25,500 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Metropolitan Human Service District, “New Mental Health Center for Desire/Florida Mental Health Clinic, Including the Purchase, Construction or Renovation of a New Facility in New Orleans East, Planning and Construction,” (Orleans) [09/304-BDS#1475 on page 29] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $5,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Office of Aging and Adult Services, “Repair and Upgrade to Sewer System, Planning and Construction,”
(East Feliciana) [09/320-BDS#340 on page 29] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $111,400 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Office of Aging and Adult Services, “Replace Roof and Storm Drains on all Patient Buildings, Planning and Construction,” (East Feliciana) [09/320-BDS#1478 on page 30] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $207,200 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Office of Behavioral Health, “Center Building and Fire Alarm System Renovation and Restoration, East Louisiana State Hospital, Planning and Construction,” (East Feliciana) [09/330-BDS#358 on page 30] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $286,500 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Office of Behavioral Health, “Central Louisiana State Hospital Relocation to Pinecrest, Planning and Construction,” (Rapides) [09/330-BDS#372 on page 30] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $37,800 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Office of Behavioral Health, “Roof Replacement - Tyler Mental Health Center, Planning and Construction,” (Lafayette) [09/330-BDS#1482 on page 30] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $341,400 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Office for Citizens with Developmental Disabilities, “Replace Rooftop Air Conditioning Units on Residential Homes, Planning and Construction,” (Tangipahoa) [09/340-BDS#1491 on page 31] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $400 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Office for Citizens with Developmental Disabilities, “Replace Cooling Tower, Planning and Construction,” (Tangipahoa) [09/340-BDS#1492 on page 31] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $119,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Office of Wildlife, “Monroe Headquarters, District 2, Planning and Construction,” (Ouachita) [16/513-BDS#398 on page 32] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $60,600 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Office of Wildlife, “Region 5/Lake Charles Office, Planning and Construction,” (Calcasieu) [16/513-BDS#399 on page 32] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and
That $314,900 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Office of Wildlife, “Woodworth Central Office Complex,” (Rapides) [16/513-BDS#400 on page 33] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $1,239,100 of the general obligation bond appropriation for LSU Baton Rouge, “Renovate Old Engineering Shops for Art Department, Planning and Construction,” (East Baton Rouge) [19/601-BDS#410 on page 35] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $110,500 of the general obligation bond appropriation for LSU Baton Rouge, “College of Engineering, Renovation and Expansion, Planning and Construction,” (East Baton Rouge) [19/601-BDS#1495 on page 35] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $359,100 of the general obligation bond appropriation for LSU Baton Rouge, “Nicholson Gateway: Infrastructure Improvements, Planning and Construction,” (East Baton Rouge) [19/601-BDS#1496 on page 35] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $2,921,600 of the general obligation bond appropriation for LSU Alexandria, “Infrastructure Improvements, Construction,” (Rapides) [19/602-BDS#413 on page 35] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $4,300 of the general obligation bond appropriation for LSU Alexandria, “Network and Telephone Cabling Infrastructure, Planning and Construction,” (Rapides) [19/602-BDS#414 on page 35] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $184,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for LSU Alexandria, “Drainage Outfall Improvements, Planning and Construction,” (Rapides) [19/602-BDS#1499 on page 35] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $470,500 of the general obligation bond appropriation for LSU Health Sciences Center New Orleans, “Health Science Center Facility Renovations - Dental School Simulation Facility,” (Orleans) [19/604N-BDS#1502 on page 36] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $433,200 of the general obligation bond appropriation for LSU Health Sciences Center Shreveport, “Inpatient Critical Care Renovation, Planning and Construction,” (Caddo) [19/604S-BDS#1504 on page 36] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and
That $307,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for LSU Health Sciences Center Shreveport, “High Voltage Electrical Distribution System Upgrade, Planning and Construction,” (Caddo) [19/604S-BDS#1506 on page 36] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $2,567,400 of the general obligation bond appropriation for LSU Health Sciences Center Shreveport, “Capital Improvement Projects, Design and Engineering,” (Caddo) [19/604S-BDS#1507 on page 37] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $650,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for LSU Health Sciences Center Shreveport, “Children’s Hospital, Renovation and Expansion, Planning and Construction,” (Caddo) [19/604S-BDS#1508 on page 37] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $168,500 of the general obligation bond appropriation for LSU Agricultural Center, “Animal and Food Science Facilities Renovations and Modernizations, Phase II, Planning and Construction,” (East Baton Rouge) [19/607-BDS#434 on page 37] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $386,400 of the general obligation bond appropriation for LSU Health Care Services Division, “Emergency Room Expansion, University Medical Center, Planning and Construction,” (Lafayette) [19/610-BDS#1511 on page 38] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $411,100 of the general obligation bond appropriation for LSU Health Care Services Division, “Replacement of Air Handlers and Chillers, WO Moss, Planning and Construction,” (Calcasieu) [19/610-BDS#1512 on page 38] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $94,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for LSU Health Care Services Division, “New Emergency Generator and Chillers, UMC, Planning and Construction,” (Lafayette) [19/610-BDS#1513 on page 38] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $38,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for LSU Health Care Services Division, “Air Handling Unit Replacement, Chabert, Planning and Construction,” (Terrebonne) [19/610-BDS#1514 on page 38] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and
That $126,300 of the general obligation bond appropriation for LSU Health Care Services Division, “Refurbish Elevators, UMC, Planning and Construction,” (Lafayette) [19/610-BDS#1515 on page 38] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $577,700 of the general obligation bond appropriation for LSU Health Care Services Division, “Air Handler Replacement, Planning and Construction,” (Lafayette) [19/610-BDS#1516 on page 38] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $124,700 of the general obligation bond appropriation for LSU Health Care Services Division, “University Medical Center in Baton Rouge,” (East Baton Rouge) [19/610-BDS#1517 on page 38] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $ 300 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Baton Rouge Community College, “Office of Motor Vehicle Building and Campus Renovation, Demolition and Improvements, Planning and Construction,” (Statewide) [19/612-BDS#1519 on page 38] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $ 600 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Southern University Baton Rouge, “Repair of Sloughing Off of Ravine, Planning and Construction,” (East Baton Rouge) [19/616-BDS#446 on page 39] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $306,400 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Southern University Baton Rouge, “Southern University Laboratory School Addition and Upgrades, Planning and Construction,” (East Baton Rouge) [19/616-BDS#1522 on page 39] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $5,800 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Southern University Baton Rouge, “Fire Detection and Alarm System Upgrades, Planning and Construction,” (East Baton Rouge) [19/616-BDS#1523 on page 39] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $193,900 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Southern University Baton Rouge, “Provide Localized Boilers and Replace Chilled Water Loop,” (East Baton Rouge) [19/616-BDS#1967 on page 40] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $150,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Southern University New Orleans, “Replace Chilled Water and High Temperature Water Lines,” (Orleans) [19/617-BDS#1525 on page 40] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and
That $476,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Southern University Shreveport, “Workforce Training and Technology Center, Planning and Construction,” (Caddo) [19/618-BDS#460 on page 40] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $94,800 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Southern University Shreveport, “New Classroom Building, Southern University - Shreveport, Planning and Construction,” (Caddo) [19/618-BDS#1969 on page 40] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $1,201,900 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Nicholls State University, “Renovation of Athletic Training and Meeting Facility, Planning and Construction,” (Lafourche) [19/621-BDS#1970 on page 41] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $985,900 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Nicholls State University, “Fieldhouse, Planning and Construction,” (Lafourche) [19/621-BDS#1971 on page 41] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $7,500 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Grambling State University, “Library Deficiencies, Planning and Construction,” (Lincoln) [19/623-BDS#1531 on page 42] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $3,644,600 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Louisiana Tech University, “Integrated Engineering and Science Building,” (Lincoln) [19/625-BDS#477 on page 42] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $102,800 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Louisiana Tech University, “Water Distribution System Repairs and Improvements,” (Lincoln) [19/625-BDS#1533 on page 42] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $100 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Louisiana Tech University, “Visual Arts Building Renovation for Business, Planning and Construction,” (Lincoln) [19/625-BDS#1535 on page 43] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $421,200 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Mcneese State University, “Contraband Bayou Erosion Retaining Wall Phase II, Planning and Construction,” (Calcasieu) [19/627-BDS#482 on page 43] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and
That $911,500 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Mcneese State University, “Frazier Memorial Library Renovation and Repairs, Planning and Construction,” (Calcasieu) [19/627-BDS#1539 on page 43] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $2,250 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Mcneese State University, “Campus-Wide Elevator Repairs, Planning and Construction,” (Calcasieu) [19/627-BDS#1540 on page 44] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $5,400 of the general obligation bond appropriation for University of Louisiana - Monroe, “Stubbs Hall Reroofing, Planning and Construction,” (Ouachita) [19/629-BDS#1542 on page 44] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $295,800 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Northwestern State University, “Multi-Purpose Assembly Center, Planning and Construction,” (Natchitoches) [19/631-BDS#494 on page 44] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $59,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Northwestern State University, “South Jefferson Street Extension,” (Natchitoches) [19/631-BDS#498 on page 44] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $48,500 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Northwestern State University, “Parking Lot Repairs, Planning and Construction,” (Natchitoches) [19/631-BDS#1973 on page 44] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $186,300 of the general obligation bond appropriation for University of Louisiana - Lafayette, “Fletcher Hall Exterior Repairs, Planning and Construction,” (Lafayette) [19/640-BDS#1544 on page 46] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $328,100 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Bossier Community College, “Parking Lot, Planning and Construction,” (Bossier) [19/644-BDS#1547 on page 46] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $54,700 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Louisiana School for Math, Science and The Arts, “HVAC Issues in Caddo Hall, Planning and Construction,” (Natchitoches) [19/657-BDS#507 on page 47] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $5,560,100 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Louisiana School for Math, Science and The Arts, “New Dormitory Building, Planning and
Construction,” (Natchitoches) [19/657-BDS#508 on page 47] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $2,500,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Board of Regents, “Land Acquisition for Post Secondary Educational Institutions,” (Statewide) [19/671-BDS#519 on page 48] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $7,300 of the general obligation bond appropriation for L.E. Fletcher Technical Community College, “Integrated Petroleum Technologies Program (IPT) Lab and Classroom Building, Planning and Construction,” (Terrebonne) [19/731-BDS#1551 on page 48] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $128,100 of the general obligation bond appropriation for South Louisiana Community College - Lafayette Campus, “HVAC Replacement, Planning and Construction,” (Lafayette) [19/741-BDS#1553 on page 48] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $184,300 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Louisiana Judiciary, “Land Acquisition, Planning, and Construction of New Courthouse for the Louisiana Court of Appeal, Third Circuit,” (Calcasieu) [23/949-BDS#526 on page 49] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $2,667,900 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Legislative Budgetary Control Council, “State Capitol Security Improvements, Planning and Construction,” (East Baton Rouge) [24/960-BDS#1554 on page 49] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $4,600 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Orleans Levee District, “Southeast Louisiana Flood Protection Authority - East for Bayou St. John, Maintenance and Improvements, Perimeter Elevation, Hydrology Study, Planning and Construction,” (Orleans) [36/L10-BDS#530 on page 49] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $250,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for South Lafourche Levee District, “Larose to Golden Meadow Hurricane Protection System, Planning and Construction,” (Lafourche) [36/L16-BDS#531 on page 50] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $678,700 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Grand Isle Independent Levee District, “Breakwater Protection, Planning and Construction,” (Jefferson) [36/L25-BDS#533 on page 50] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and
That $400,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Lafitte Area Independent Levee District, “Goose Bayou - The Pen Levee Basin Improvements,” (Jefferson) [36/L36-BDS#1558 on page 50] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $1,452,600 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Greater Baton Rouge Port Commission, “Inland River Marine Terminal Dock and Access Roadway Construction Project, Planning and Construction,” (West Baton Rouge) [36/P03-BDS#1560 on page 51] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $200,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for West Calcasieu Port, “New Bulkhead along Gulf Intracoastal Waterway - West Calcasieu Port,” (Calcasieu) [36/P05-BDS#552 on page 51] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $1,914,300 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Morgan City Harbor and Terminal District, “Governmental Operations and Emergency Center, Planning and Construction,” (St. Mary) [36/P15-BDS#1569 on page 52] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $2,923,800 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Port of New Orleans, “Milan Upland Yard Improvements,” (Orleans) [36/P17-BDS#562 on page 52] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $6,690,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Port of New Orleans, “Cruise Ship Terminal, Planning and Construction,” (Orleans) [36/P17-BDS#1570 on page 52] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $1,500,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Port of South Louisiana, “Administration Building, also known as the Business Development Center,” (St. John the Baptist) [36/P21-BDS#564 on page 52] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $90,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Port of South Louisiana, “Warehouse and Property Acquisition and Improvements, Planning and Construction,” (St. John The Baptist) [36/P21-BDS#1573 on page 53] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $2,816,800 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Port of South Louisiana, “Globalplex Rail Siding ($5,577,932 Local/Federal/Other Match),” (St. John The Baptist) [36/P21-BDS#1574 on page 53] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and
That $770,300 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Terrebonne Port Commission, “Slip Dredging and Improvements for Terrebonne Port Commission Government Multi-Use Complex, Planning and Construction,” (Terrebonne) [36/P23-BDS#574 on page 53] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $250,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Lake Charles Harbor and Terminal District, “Dredging of Berth 8 at City Docks, Planning and Construction ($1,000,000 Local Match),“ (Calcasieu) [36/P26-BDS#1575 on page 54] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $40,200 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Lake Charles Harbor and Terminal District, “Industrial Canal Dockside Monopile Improvements (LEEVAC), Planning and Construction,” (Calcasieu) [36/P26-BDS#1576 on page 54] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $715,700 of the general obligation bond appropriation for South Tangipahoa Parish Port Commission, “Port Manchac Terminal Improvements, Planning and Construction,” (Tangipahoa) [36/P33-BDS#1577 on page 54] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $225,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Mermentau River Harbor and Terminal District, “Land Acquisition for New Slip Construction (Mermentau River Harbor Terminal District), Planning and Construction,” (Acadia) [36/P35-BDS#1578 on page 54] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $2,600 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Grand Isle Port Commission, “Port Access Road and New Commercial Boat Slip Facility,” (Jefferson) [36/P40-BDS#586 on page 54] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $3,800 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Jefferson Parish Economic Development and Port District, “Jefferson Parish Business Park: Science and Technology Academy and Conference Center,” (Jefferson) [36/P41-BDS#1579 on page 54] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $1,841,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Columbia Port Commission, “Railroad Spur, Planning and Construction,” (Caldwell) [36/P43-BDS#1580 on page 55] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $488,300 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Pointe Coupee Port, Harbor and Terminal District, “Pointe Coupee Parish Port Capital Improvements, Planning and Construction,” (Pointe Coupee) [36/P49-BDS#588 on page 55] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and
That $5,200,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Ascension Parish, “St. Landry/Edenborne Connector Road,” (Ascension) [50/J03-BDS#597 on page 55] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $98,800 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Beauregard Parish, “Crosby, Butler and Pleasant Hill Roads,” (Beauregard) [50/J06-BDS#1584 on page 55] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $200 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Bossier Parish, “Extension of Crouch Road to Swan Lake Road/Reconstruction of Swan Lake Road To I-220, Planning and Construction (Local Match Required),” (Bossier) [50/J08-BDS#64 on page 56] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $340,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Caldwell Parish, “Wiles Road and Kountry Korner Road Reconstruction, Planning and Construction,” (Caldwell) [50/J11-BDS#619 on page 56] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $1,115,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Caldwell Parish, “Parish Detention Facility, Planning and Construction,” (Caldwell) [50/J11-BDS#1588 on page 57] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $92,600 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Concordia Parish, “Concordia Parish Public Health Center Renovation, Planning and Construction,” (Concordia) [50/J15-BDS#1591 on page 57] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $50,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Desoto Parish, “DeSoto Sports Complex, Planning and Construction,” (DeSoto) [50/J16-BDS#1592 on page 57] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $922,500 of the general obligation bond appropriation for East Carroll Parish, “Industrial Site Development and Road Improvements (For Economic Development Purposes, Including but not Limited to an Ethanol Plant), Planning and Construction,” (East Carroll) [50/J18-BDS#1593 on page 57] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $15,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for East Carroll Parish, “East Carroll Parish Road Improvements,” (East Carroll) [50/J18-BDS#1594 on page 57] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and
That $361,800 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Franklin Parish, “Courthouse Renovations, Planning and Construction,” (Franklin) [50/J21-BDS#1597 on page 58] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $84,700 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Franklin Parish, “Parish Road Improvements,” (Franklin) [50/J21-BDS#1600 on page 58] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $2,797,100 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Grant Parish, “Southern Grant Sewerage System Improvements, Study, Design, Planning and Construction,” (Grant) [50/J22-BDS#643 on page 58] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $1,342,600 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Jackson Parish, “Jackson Parish Riding Arena and Livestock Pavilion, Planning and Construction,” (Jackson) [50/J25-BDS#1607 on page 59] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $236,300 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Jefferson Parish, “Ames Boulevard Widening from Two Lanes to Three Lanes Between Barataria Boulevard and Bayou Boeuf Drive (2.0 miles) with Installation of Subsurface Drainage,” (Jefferson) [50/J26-BDS#69 on page 59] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $291,800 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Jefferson Parish, “Avondale Booster Club and Playground Upgrades, Planning and Construction,” (Jefferson) [50/J26-BDS#657 on page 59] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $370,800 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Jefferson Parish, “Bonnabel Canal Rehabilitation and Bank Stabilization (Veterans Boulevard to West Esplanade), Planning and Construction,” (Jefferson) [50/J26-BDS#663 on page 60] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $600,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Jefferson Parish, “Brown Avenue Canal Improvements Between the Westbank Expressway and Harold Street, Planning and Construction,” (Jefferson) [50/J26-BDS#665 on page 60] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $328,400 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Jefferson Parish, “Gretna Government Complex Parking Lot, Planning and Construction,” (Jefferson) [50/J26-BDS#690 on page 60] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and
That $50,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Jefferson Parish, “Jefferson Community Health Center Expansion to the Existing River Ridge Facility In Order to Implement a Dental Program, Planning and Construction,” (Jefferson) [50/J26-BDS#695 on page 60] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $65,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Jefferson Parish, “Kennedy Heights Playground Improvements, Planning and Construction,” (Jefferson) [50/J26-BDS#701 on page 60] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $100,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Jefferson Parish, “Lafreniere Park Marsh Island Restoration, Planning and Construction,” (Jefferson) [50/J26-BDS#702 on page 60] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $70,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Jefferson Parish, “Latigue Street Roadway Improvements, Planning and Construction,” (Jefferson) [50/J26-BDS#707 on page 60] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $700 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Jefferson Parish, “Martin Luther King Playground Improvements, Planning and Construction,” (Jefferson) [50/J26-BDS#714 on page 61] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $743,300 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Jefferson Parish, “Parc des Familles, Construction of Utilities, Restrooms, Pavilions and Roadways in Raw Undeveloped Wooded Area in Order to Initiate Construction of Regional Park, Planning and Construction,” (Jefferson) [50/J26-BDS#721 on page 61] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $794,400 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Jefferson Parish, “South Kenner Road Rehabilitation from Live Oak Boulevard to River Road, Planning and Construction,” (Jefferson) [50/J26-BDS#735 on page 61] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $50,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Jefferson Parish, “Waggaman Playground Improvements, Planning and Construction,” (Jefferson) [50/J26-BDS#740 on page 62] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $95,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Jefferson Parish, “Walkertown Bus Terminal, Planning and Construction,” (Jefferson) [50/J26-BDS#743 on page 62] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and
That $7,300 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Jefferson Parish, “Livingston Place (Metairie Road to Loumor Avenue),” (Jefferson) [50/J26-BDS#1609 on page 62] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $191,800 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Jefferson Parish, “Woodmere Community Center, Real Estate Acquisition, Planning and Construction ($15,000 Local Match),” (Jefferson) [50/J26-BDS#1611 on page 62] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $3,243,300 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Lafayette Parish, “Kaliste Saloom Widening,” (Lafayette) [50/J28-BDS#757 on page 63] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $800 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Lafourche Parish, “Company Canal Pump Station, Planning and Construction ($283,236 Cash and/or In-Kind Match),” (Lafourche) [50/J29-BDS#1613 on page 63] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $100,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Lafourche Parish, “Fishing Pier at the Leeville Boat Launch, Planning and Construction,” (Lafourche) [50/J29-BDS#1614 on page 63] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $122,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Lafourche Parish, “South Lafourche Airport Corridor Project,” (Lafourche) [50/J29-BDS#1615 on page 63] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $19,100 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Lasalle Parish, “Pine Hill Road Improvements, Planning and Construction,” (LaSalle) [50/J30-BDS#1617 on page 63] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $33,500 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Livingston Parish, “Livingston Parish Regional Airport, Planning and Construction ($900,000 Federal Funds),” (Livingston) [50/J32-BDS#72 on page 64] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $2,992,100 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Livingston Parish, “Cook Road Extension Economic Development Corridor (Pete's Highway Frontage Road),” (Livingston) [50/J32-BDS#762 on page 64] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and
That $45,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Livingston Parish, “Livingston Parish Animal Shelter,” (Livingston) [50/J32-BDS#1620 on page 64] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $5,900 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Madison Parish, “Charles Brown Road (Tendal Road) Repairs, Planning and Construction,” (Madison) [50/J33-BDS#1623 on page 64] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $125,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Natchitoches Parish, “Resurfacing of Fish Hatchery Road,” (Natchitoches) [50/J35-BDS#775 on page 65] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $300,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Natchitoches Parish, “Resurfacing of Roads in Payne Subdivision, Planning and Construction,” (Natchitoches) [50/J35-BDS#781 on page 65] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $610,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Natchitoches Parish, “Old River Bridge, Planning and Construction,” (Natchitoches) [50/J35-BDS#1625 on page 65] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $280,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Natchitoches Parish, “Resurfacing of Blanchard Road, Planning and Construction,” (Natchitoches) [50/J35-BDS#1975 on page 65] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $120,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Plaquemines Parish, “Belle Chasse Parks, Planning and Construction,” (Plaquemines) [50/J38-BDS#790 on page 65] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $1,189,300 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Pointe Coupee Parish, “False River Ecosystem Restoration Project, Planning and Construction,” (Pointe Coupee) [50/J39-BDS#799 on page 66] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $48,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Pointe Coupee Parish, “Emergency Communications Equipment,” (Pointe Coupee) [50/J39-BDS#1628 on page 66] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $3,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Rapides Parish, “Cotile Indian Creek and Kincaid Outflow Gate Repair/Replacement (Cash and/or
In-Kind Match Required),” (Rapides) [50/J40-BDS#1630 on page 66] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $2,400 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Richland Parish, “Richland Parish Courthouse Renovations,” (Richland) [50/J42-BDS#802 on page 66] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $1,305,600 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Sabine Parish, “Plainview Road Rehabilitation, Planning and Construction,” (Sabine) [50/J43-BDS#1632 on page 67] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $20,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for St. Bernard Parish, “St. Bernard Parish Tourist Commission, Planning and Construction,” (St. Bernard) [50/J44-BDS#1635 on page 67] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $43,200 of the general obligation bond appropriation for St. Charles Parish, “West Bank Hurricane Protection Levee,” (St. Charles) [50/J45-BDS#805 on page 67] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $11,700 of the general obligation bond appropriation for St. Helena Parish, “Emergency ADA and Life Safety Renovations to the Court House, Planning and Construction ($2,680,000 Federal Funds),” (St. Helena) [50/J46-BDS#74 on page 67] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $1,440,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for St. Helena Parish, “St. Helena Parish Audubon Library,” (St. Helena) [50/J46-BDS#1976 on page 67] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $350,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for St. James Parish, “Blind River Freshwater Diversion,” (St. James) [50/J47-BDS#75 on page 68] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $30,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for St. John The Baptist Parish, “East Bank Courthouse, Planning and Construction,” (St. John the Baptist) [50/J48-BDS#1638 on page 68] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $27,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for St. Mary Parish, “Infrastructure Improvements at the Charenton Canal Industrial Park,” (St. Mary) [50/J51-BDS#827 on page 68] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $450,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for St. Mary Parish, “Reconstruction of Flattown Road from Chitimacha Trail to Ralph Darden
Memorial Parkway for St. Mary Parish Government Within Existing Rights-of-Way,” (St. Mary) [50/J51-BDS#1642 on page 69] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $1,050,200 of the general obligation bond appropriation for St. Tammany Parish, “South Slidell Levee Protection Rehabilitation (USACE 533d Report for Levees West and East of I-10) Planning and Construction,” (St. Tammany) [50/J52-BDS#77 on page 70] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $1,410,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for St. Tammany Parish, “University Square Learning Center Facilities, Planning and Construction,” (St. Tammany) [50/J52-BDS#78 on page 70] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $54,900 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Tangipahoa Parish, “South Airport Road - North Hoover Road Improvements,” (Tangipahoa) [50/J53-BDS#1390 on page 70] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $112,200 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Tangipahoa Parish, “Courthouse and Courthouse Annex Renovations and Expansions, Planning and Construction ($500,000 Local Match),” (Tangipahoa) [50/J53-BDS#1649 on page 70] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $119,100 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Tangipahoa Parish, “Tangipahoa Parish Multipurpose Livestock and Agricultural Facility, Planning and Construction, Supplemental Funding,” (Tangipahoa) [50/J53-BDS#1978 on page 70] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $4,700 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Tensas Parish, “Tensas Parish Port/Port Priority Site Plan, Planning and Construction,” (Tensas) [50/J54-BDS#81 on page 71] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $750,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Terrebonne Parish, “Bayou LaCarpe Watershed Project, Location C, Design and Construction,” (Terrebonne) [50/J55-BDS#849 on page 71] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $83,800 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Terrebonne Parish, “Terrebonne Parish Animal Shelter Facility, Planning, Construction, and Equipment,” (Terrebonne) [50/J55-BDS#854 on page 71] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and
That $700,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Terrebonne Parish, “Renovate the Le Petit de Terrebonne Theater Building, Planning and Construction,” (Terrebonne) [50/J55-BDS#1650 on page 71] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $990,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Terrebonne Parish, “South Louisiana Wetlands Discovery Center,” (Terrebonne) [50/J55-BDS#1651 on page 71] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $350,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Vernon Parish, “Visitor Center, Planning and Construction,” (Vernon) [50/J58-BDS#869 on page 72] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $7,461,500 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Vernon Parish, “Vernon/Fort Polk Thoroughfare Plan, Planning and Construction,” (Vernon) [50/J58-BDS#1658 on page 72] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $90,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Vernon Parish, “Pickering School Parking Lot, Planning and Construction,” (Vernon) [50/J58-BDS#1659 on page 72] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $260,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Vernon Parish, “Creation of Vernon Lake Cultural Center, Recreation and Tourism Park, Planning and Construction,” (Vernon) [50/J58-BDS#1660 on page 72] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $480,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Vernon Parish, “Vernon/Fort Polk Thoroughfare Electrical Power Extension,” (Vernon) [50/J58-BDS#1663 on page 72] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $300 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Vernon Parish, “Plainview Road Improvements, Planning and Construction,” (Vernon) [50/J58-BDS#1664 on page 72] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $63,900 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Washington Parish, “Animal Shelter Construction and Furnishings,” (Washington) [50/J59-BDS#872 on page 72] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $288,800 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Webster Parish, “Courthouse HVAC Renovations, Planning and Construction,” (Webster) [50/J60-BDS#1666 on page 73] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and
That $2,570,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for West Baton Rouge Parish, “LA 415 Bridge at Intracoastal Canal, Planning and Construction,” (West Baton Rouge) [50/J61-BDS#1667 on page 73] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $150,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for West Baton Rouge Parish, “Sid Richardson Road Extension, Planning and Construction,” (West Baton Rouge) [50/J61-BDS#1668 on page 73] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $70,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for West Baton Rouge Parish, “Regional Sewer System Located South of the Intra-Coastal Waterway and North of Brusly,” (West Baton Rouge) [50/J61-BDS#1669 on page 73] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $2,800 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Winn Parish, “Beulah Road Reconstruction, Planning and Construction,” (Winn) [50/J64-BDS#1671 on page 73] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $ 300 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Winn Parish, “Parish-Wide Roadway Projects,” (Winn) [50/J64-BDS#1673 on page 74] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $64,200 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Abita Springs, “Water Lines and Sewer Lines, Extensions and Upgrades, Planning and Construction (Cash and/or In-Kind Match Required),” (St. Tammany) [50/M02-BDS#1675 on page 74] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $7,620,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Alexandria, “Sugarhouse Road/Eddie Williams Boulevard to LA Highway 1, Phase I and II, Planning and Construction ($5,000,000 Local Match),” (Rapides) [50/M05-BDS#82 on page 74] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $110,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Anacoco, “Anacoco Street Rehabilitation - Liles Road and East Road, Planning and Construction,” (Vernon) [50/M07-BDS#888 on page 74] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $20,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Bastrop, “Bastrop City Hall - Roof Construction and Green Lighting, Planning and Construction,” (Morehouse) [50/M19-BDS#1681 on page 75] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and
That $250,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Bastrop, “Bastrop Central Fire Station, Replace Driveway City Hall, Roof Construction, Planning and Construction,” (Morehouse) [50/M19-BDS#1682 on page 75] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $87,200 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Baton Rouge, “Baseball Stadium Improvements,” (East Baton Rouge) [50/M20-BDS#1686 on page 76] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $362,900 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Benton, “Town of Benton Wastewater Collection System Improvements, Planning and Construction,” (Bossier) [50/M22-BDS#909 on page 76] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $555,400 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Berwick, “Sewerage Collection System Along Old Spanish Trail and LA 182, Planning and Construction,” (St. Mary) [50/M24-BDS#1687 on page 76] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $454,700 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Bossier City, “Louisiana Technology Research Institute,” (Bossier) [50/M29-BDS#919 on page 76] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $2,240,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Broussard, “Three-Lane LA 182 in the City of Broussard, Planning and Construction ($750,000 Local Match),” (Lafayette) [50/M32-BDS#1690 on page 77] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $245,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Broussard, “Rehabilitate LA Hwy 182 from US 90 to LA Hwy 89, Planning and Construction,” (Lafayette) [50/M32-BDS#1692 on page 77] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $150,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Broussard, “South Bernard From Ambassador Caffery to LA Hwy 182,” (Lafayette) [50/M32-BDS#1693 on page 77] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $310,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Castor, “New Water Well and Related System Improvements, Planning and Construction,” (Bienville) [50/M40-BDS#1695 on page 78] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and
That $510,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Chaneyville, “After School Education Center, Planning and Construction,” (Rapides) [50/M43-BDS#1696 on page 78] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $6,500 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Choudrant, “Village of Choudrant Town Hall,” (Lincoln) [50/M44-BDS#940 on page 78] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $7,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Columbia, “Water Well, Planning and Construction,” (Caldwell) [50/M52-BDS#1697 on page 78] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $290,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Cotton Valley, “Cotton Valley Sewerage System Improvements, Planning and Construction,” (Webster) [50/M54-BDS#1698 on page 79] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $40,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Crowley, “Northern Avenue at Center Ditch Bridge Repair, Planning and Construction,” (Acadia) [50/M58-BDS#1700 on page 79] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $80,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Cullen, “Potable Water and Distribution System Improvements, Planning and Construction,” (Webster) [50/M59-BDS#1703 on page 79] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $216,500 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Delcambre, “Water Distribution and Storage System Improvements, Planning and Construction,” (Vermilion) [50/M60-BDS#1704 on page 79] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $302,300 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Delhi, “Richland Parish Recreational and Learning Center, Planning and Construction,” (Richland) [50/M61-BDS#1706 on page 79] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $5,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for DeQuincy, “Sewer Rehabilitation of 8" Sewer on Holly and North Division Streets and 18" Sewer on William Still Road - City of DeQuincy,” (Calcasieu) [50/M64-BDS#1707 on page 79] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $205,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Deridder, “Education and Job Training Center, Planning and Construction,” (Beauregard) [50/M65-BDS#960 on page 80] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and
That $88,100 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Deridder, “Community Recreational Building and Shelter, Planning and Construction and/or Acquisition and Rehabilitation of the Existing Facility ($1,500,000 Local Match),” (Beauregard) [50/M65-BDS#962 on page 80] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $8,400 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Donaldsonville, “Riverfront Development, Planning and Construction,” (Ascension) [50/M68-BDS#1709 on page 80] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $40,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Erath, “Public Works Facility, Planning and Construction,” (Vermilion) [50/M80-BDS#1712 on page 81] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $425,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Florien, “Village of Florien Town Hall, Planning and Construction,” (Sabine) [50/M89-BDS#974 on page 81] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $523,700 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Forest Hill, “Renovation of Community Facilities, Planning and Construction ($375,000 Local Match),” (Rapides) [50/M93-BDS#977 on page 81] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $1,365,300 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Franklin, “Renovation of Old Crowell Elementary Building, Planning and Construction,” (St. Mary) [50/M94-BDS#1718 on page 81] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $159,800 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Golden Meadow, “Upgrade to North Sewerage Treatment Plant, Planning and Construction,” (Lafourche) [50/MA3-BDS#1720 on page 81] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $16,400 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Golden Meadow, “Median Turning Lane near Town Hall,” (Lafourche) [50/MA3-BDS#1721 on page 82] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $190,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Grambling, “Wastewater System Expansion,” (Lincoln) [50/MA6-BDS#991 on page 82] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $60,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Grand Coteau, “Police and Utility Departments Roof, Air Conditioning Unit for Town Hall,
Handheld Meter Reader, Abandon and Plug Water Well,” (St. Landry) [50/MA9-BDS#1724 on page 82] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $10,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Grand Coteau, “Fire Truck and Fire Station Upgrades,” (St. Landry) [50/MA9-BDS#1725 on page 82] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $34,600 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Grand Isle, “Historic Recreation Center/Community Center, Planning and Construction,” (Jefferson) [50/MB1-BDS#996 on page 82] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $68,300 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Grayson, “Streets and Drainage Improvements,” (Caldwell) [50/MB2-BDS#1728 on page 82] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $260,900 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Gretna, “City Hall Exterior and Interior Renovation, Planning and Construction,” (Jefferson) [50/MB5-BDS#1000 on page 82] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $2,150,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Gretna, “Downtown Drainage Improvements, Planning and Construction,” (Jefferson) [50/MB5-BDS#1001 on page 82] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $608,700 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Gretna, “Hancock Street Canal Improvements (Kepler Street - Virgil Street), Planning and Construction,” (Jefferson) [50/MB5-BDS#1730 on page 83] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $175,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Gretna, “McDonoghville Fire Station, Planning and Construction,” (Jefferson) [50/MB5-BDS#1731 on page 83] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $604,200 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Gretna, “Lion's Club Conversion to Gretna Senior Center, Planning and Construction,” (Jefferson) [50/MB5-BDS#1733 on page 83] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $115,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Gretna, “Jefferson Parish Waterline Connection, Planning and Construction,” (Jefferson) [50/MB5-BDS#1734 on page 83] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and
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That $640,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Gretna, “Stumpf Boulevard Force Main, Planning and Construction,” (Jefferson) [50/MB5-BDS#1735 on page 83] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $140,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Hammond, “Air Traffic Control Tower Elevator, Planning and Construction,” (Tangipahoa) [50/MB9-BDS#1008 on page 83] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $780,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Hammond, “Sewer System Improvements, Oxidation Ditch Conversion, Sequencing Batch Reactor and Pump Station, Planning and Construction,” (Tangipahoa) [50/MB9-BDS#1738 on page 84] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $300 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Hammond, “Pine Hill Sewer System Improvements and Municipal Tie-In, Planning and Construction,” (Tangipahoa) [50/MB9-BDS#1739 on page 84] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $23,500 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Harahan, “Magnolia Boulevard Drainage - West Magnolia to Jefferson Highway, Planning and Construction,” (Jefferson) [50/MC1-BDS#1740 on page 84] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $219,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Homer, “Town of Homer, Town Hall Renovations, Planning and Construction,” (Claiborne) [50/MC9-BDS#1019 on page 84] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $95,700 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Hornbeck, “Emergency Connection with West Vernon Waterworks District and Inline Booster Station, Planning and Construction,” (Vernon) [50/MD1-BDS#1743 on page 85] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $91,200 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Hornbeck, “Emergency Connection with Sabine Parish Water Works District 1, Planning and Construction,” (Sabine) [50/MD1-BDS#1744 on page 85] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $22,700 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Hornbeck, “Emergency Connection with Anacoco Water System, Planning and Construction,” (Vernon) [50/MD1-BDS#1745 on page 85] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and
That $35,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Independence, “Sewerage Treatment and Sewer/Water Lines Repairs, Planning and Construction (Cash and/or In-Kind Match Required),” (Tangipahoa) [50/MD5-BDS#1747 on page 85] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $13,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Jeanerette, “Sewer Treatment Facility Upgrade, Planning and Construction ($912,500 Federal and/or Local Match),” (Iberia) [50/ME2-BDS#1749 on page 86] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $285,700 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Jonesville, “Renovations to National Guard Armory Building,” (Catahoula) [50/ME6-BDS#1750 on page 86] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $55,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Jonesville, “Pumping Station Upgrade, Planning and Construction,” (Catahoula) [50/ME6-BDS#1751 on page 86] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $46,100 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Kenner, “Lake Trail Drainage Improvement, Planning and Construction,” (Jefferson) [50/MF1-BDS#1754 on page 86] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $250,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Killian, “Killian/Springfield Police Joint Facility, Planning and Construction,” (Livingston) [50/MF4-BDS#1048 on page 87] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $2,250,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Lake Charles, “Infrastructure Improvements for Economic Development, Planning and Construction ($2,000,000 Local Match),” (Calcasieu) [50/MF9-BDS#1054 on page 87] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $200,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Lake Charles, “Lakefront Development,” (Calcasieu) [50/MF9-BDS#1055 on page 87] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $6,500 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Lake Charles, “Relocation of Lakeshore Drive, to Include Eastbound and Westbound I-10 Ramps to Ryan Street, Planning and Construction,” (Calcasieu) [50/MF9-BDS#1757 on page 87] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and
That $375,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Leesville, “Water System Rehabilitation Including Generators, Planning and Construction,” (Vernon) [50/MG3-BDS#1059 on page 88] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $255,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Leesville, “Street Rehabilitation and Extension,” (Vernon) [50/MG3-BDS#1061 on page 88] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $300 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Leesville, “University Parkway Sewer System and Wastewater Treatment Facilities Enhancements, Planning and Construction,” (Vernon) [50/MG3-BDS#1758 on page 88] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $800 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Leesville, “Highway 28 and 171 Sewer and Water Extension,” (Vernon) [50/MG3-BDS#1759 on page 88] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $4,200 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Livonia, “Purchase and Installation of Law Enforcement Surveillance System, Planning and Construction,” (Pointe Coupee) [50/MG8-BDS#1764 on page 88] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $990,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Lockport, “Lockport Street Improvements, Planning and Construction,” (Lafourche) [50/MG9-BDS#1066 on page 89] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $3,700 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Madisonville, “Madisonville Bulkhead,” (St. Tammany) [50/MH6-BDS#1768 on page 89] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $25,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Mandeville, “Mandeville Police Classroom Addition,” (St. Tammany) [50/MH8-BDS#1072 on page 89] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $49,500 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Mandeville, “Water Tower, Construction,” (St. Tammany) [50/MH8-BDS#1771 on page 89] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $20,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Mangham, “Mangham Recreation Complex,” (Richland) [50/MH9-BDS#1074 on page 89] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and
That $50,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Mansfield, “Wastewater Collection System Improvements, Planning and Construction,” (DeSoto) [50/Mi1-BDS#1078 on page 89] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $250,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Marksville, “Mary Bethune Community Center, previously known as D.A. Jordan Community Center, for the City of Marksville, Planning and Construction,” (Avoyelles) [50/Mi6-BDS#1772 on page 90] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $10,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Melville, “Multi-Purpose Community Center, Planning and Construction,” (St. Landry) [50/Mj1-BDS#1083 on page 90] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $22,500 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Merryville, “Sewerage Pump Station and Aeration System Improvements, Planning and Construction,” (Beauregard) [50/Mj4-BDS#1774 on page 90] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $36,300 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Minden, “Potable Water Ground Storage Tank, Planning and Construction,” (Webster) [50/Mj5-BDS#1088 on page 90] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $100,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Monroe, “Downtown Development District Facilities and Infrastructure for River Front, Design and Construction,” (Ouachita) [50/Mj6-BDS#1089 on page 91] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $71,500 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Monroe, “Monroe Regional Airport Terminal, Planning and Construction ($40,500,000 Federal and/or Local Match),” (Ouachita) [50/Mj6-BDS#1776 on page 91] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $50,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Morgan City, “Water Plant Improvements, Planning and Construction,” (St. Mary) [50/Mk2-BDS#1099 on page 91] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $200,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Natchitoches, “Blanchard Road Development, Planning and Construction,” (Natchitoches) [50/Mk9-BDS#1104 on page 91] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $250,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Natchitoches, “Highland Park Road Bridge, Environmental, Planning and Construction,”
That $6,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Natchitoches, “South Natchitoches Drainage Improvements, including Adjacent Roadwork, Planning and Construction,” (Natchitoches) [50/MK9-BDS#1106 on page 91] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $6,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Natchitoches “South Natchitoches Drainage Improvements, including Adjacent Roadwork, Planning and Construction,” (Natchitoches) [50/MK9-BDS#1112 on page 91] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $92,100 of the general obligation bond appropriation for New Iberia, “Frontage Road Improvements, Real Estate, Planning and Construction,” (Iberia) [50/ML1-BDS#1782 on page 92] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $20,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for New Llano, “Raymond Street Rehabilitation,” (Vernon) [50/ML2-BDS#1120 on page 92] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $753,600 of the general obligation bond appropriation for New Llano, “Expansion of Wastewater System South to Fort Polk Entrance Road ($750,000 Local Match) Real Estate Acquisition, and/or Street Lighting Improvements, Planning and Construction,” (Vernon) [50/ML2-BDS#1783 on page 92] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $88,500 of the general obligation bond appropriation for New Llano, “Street Improvements, Planning and Construction,” (Vernon) [50/ML2-BDS#1785 on page 92] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $2,700 of the general obligation bond appropriation for New Orleans, “Norman Playground Basketball Gym, and Park Enhancements, Planning and Construction,” (Orleans) [50/ML3-BDS#1133 on page 93] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $512,200 of the general obligation bond appropriation for New Orleans, “Rosenwald Community Center, Planning and Construction,” (Orleans) [50/ML3-BDS#1786 on page 93] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $250,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for New Orleans, “Taylor Pool and Playground, Renovations and Upgrades, Planning and Construction,” (Orleans) [50/ML3-BDS#1788 on page 93] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $905,900 of the general obligation bond appropriation for New Orleans, “Construction of Opelousas Street Extension from Behrman Avenue to Obannon
Street and Construction of Patterson Drive Extension from Hendee Street to Obannon Street, Planning and Construction,” (Orleans) [50/ML3-BDS#1789 on page 94] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $49,100 of the general obligation bond appropriation for New Orleans, “Algiers Playgrounds and Parks, Renovation of Restrooms, Lighting, Fencing, and Playground Equipment,” (Orleans) [50/ML3-BDS#1790 on page 94] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $8,975,400 of the general obligation bond appropriation for New Orleans, “West Bank Park Improvements - New Soccer and Recreational Facilities, Planning and Construction,” (Orleans) [50/ML3-BDS#1795 on page 94] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $1,782,200 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Oil City, “Water Treatment Plant Improvements, Planning and Construction,” (Caddo) [50/MM4-BDS#1142 on page 95] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $240,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Olla, “Downtown Area Sidewalk, Ramps, Curbing, and Fencing Enhancements,” (LaSalle) [50/MM5-BDS#1797 on page 95] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $200,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Opelousas, “Opelousas Infrastructure Renovation Program, Planning and Construction,” (St. Landry) [50/MM6-BDS#1798 on page 95] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $460,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Patterson, “Replacement of Water and Gas Meters in Patterson, Planning and Construction,” (St. Mary) [50/MM9-BDS#1799 on page 96] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $277,900 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Plain Dealing, “Wastewater Treatment Plant Improvement, Planning and Construction,” (Bossier) [50/MN5-BDS#1146 on page 96] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $175,500 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Ponchatoula, “Consolidated Law Enforcement Complex, Acquisition, Planning and Construction,” (Tangipahoa) [50/MO1-BDS#1151 on page 96] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $23,100 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Ringgold, “Town Hall/Civic Center Renovations, and Remodeling, Planning and Construction,” (Bienville) [50/MP5-BDS#1161 on page 97] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $1,610,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Rosepine, “Rosepine Wastewater Treatment Plant Improvement, Planning and Construction,” (Vernon) [50/MQ1-BDS#1806 on page 97] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $500 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Rosepine, “Water System Improvements, Town of Rosepine, Planning and Construction,” (Vernon) [50/MQ1-BDS#1807 on page 97] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $60,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for St. Martinville, “Sewer and Water Updates, Planning and Construction,” (St. Martin) [50/MQ5-BDS#1397 on page 98] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $39,100 of the general obligation bond appropriation for St. Martinville, “Sewer Lift Station Improvements,” (St. Martin) [50/MQ5-BDS#1815 on page 98] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $250,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Scott, “Water and Sewer Line Installation along Apollo Road Extension, Planning and Construction,” (Lafayette) [50/MQ8-BDS#1816 on page 99] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $1,022,700 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Shreveport, “C.C. Antoine Park, Planning and Construction,” (Caddo) [50/MR1-BDS#1173 on page 99] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $9,200 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Sibley, “Town of Sibley, Water Tank Rehabilitations, Planning and Construction,” (Webster) [50/MR2-BDS#1184 on page 99] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $1,500 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Sikes, “Village of Sikes Water System Extensions and Improvements, Planning and Construction,” (Winn) [50/MR4-BDS#1820 on page 100] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and
That $2,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Simsboro, “Water Well and Water Main,” (Lincoln) [50/MR7-BDS#1822 on page 100] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $70,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Springhill, “Wastewater Collection System Improvements, Planning and Construction,” (Webster) [50/MS5-BDS#1190 on page 100] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $147,500 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Sterlington, “Wastewater Treatment Improvements - Headworks Structure, Planning and Construction,” (Ouachita) [50/MS7-BDS#1825 on page 100] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $2,400,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Sulphur, “Upgrade Regional Sewerage Pumping Stations (Arizona and Highway 108), Planning and Construction,” (Calcasieu) [50/MS9-BDS#1199 on page 100] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $500,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Tallulah, “Emergency Water Production, Transmission and Treatment, Acquisition, Planning and Construction,” (Madison) [50/MT3-BDS#1201 on page 101] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $1,400 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Tallulah, “Improvements to Sewer System, Planning and Construction,” (Madison) [50/MT3-BDS#1827 on page 101] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $22,400 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Tallulah, “Sewer Treatment Plant Improvements City of Tallulah,” (Madison) [50/MT3-BDS#1828 on page 101] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $256,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Thibodaux, “LA Hwy 20 (N. Canal Blvd.) Widening, Planning and Construction,” ( Lafourche) [50/MT5-BDS#1399 on page 101] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $53,400 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Vinton, “Water Treatment Plant Improvements, Including Rehabilitation of Elevated Water Storage Tank, Site and Electrical Improvements, Planning and Construction,” (Calcasieu) [50/MU5-BDS#1829 on page 102] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and
That $872,100 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Vivian, “Water and Wastewater System Improvements and Extension, Planning and Construction,” (Caddo) [50/MU6-BDS#1211 on page 102] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $250,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Walker, “Industrial Park Road Extension, Planning and Construction,” (Livingston) [50/MU7-BDS#1212 on page 102] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $300,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for West Monroe, “Rehabilitation of Montgomery Street from LA 34 to I-20, Roadway, Water and Sewer,” (Ouachita) [50/MV2-BDS#1833 on page 102] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $2,110,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Westlake, “Golf Course Development, Planning and Development ($5,000,000 Local/Other Match Consisting of Cash and/or In-Kind, with First Year not to Exceed $200,000),” (Calcasieu) [50/MV3-BDS#1834 on page 102] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $600,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Westlake, “Police and Emergency Response Facility, Planning and Construction,” (Calcasieu) [50/MV3-BDS#1836 on page 103] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $425,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Westlake, “New Water Well, Planning and Construction,” (Calcasieu) [50/MV3-BDS#1837 on page 103] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $14,800 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Westwego, “The WHARF, Planning and Construction,” (Jefferson) [50/MV4-BDS#95 on page 103] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $26,700 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Westwego, “Drainage Improvements, Phase I,” (Jefferson) [50/MV4-BDS#1220 on page 103] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $66,600 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Westwego, “Farmers/Fisheries Market, Planning and Construction,” (Jefferson) [50/MV4-BDS#1222 on page 103] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $1,223,500 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Westwego, “Park Land and Improvements, Including Improvements to Existing Parks and Land
Acquisition, Planning and Construction,” (Jefferson) [50/MV4-BDS#1225 on page 103] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $1,000,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Westwego, “Performing Arts Center/Community Center Renovations, Planning, Construction and Equipment,” (Jefferson) [50/MV4-BDS#1226 on page 103] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $1,000,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Westwego, “Street Improvements, including the Placement of Fire Hydrants, Planning and Construction,” (Jefferson) [50/MV4-BDS#1231 on page 103] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $3,800 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Winnfield, “Port DeLuce Reservoir, Planning and Construction,” (Winn) [50/MV7-BDS#1840 on page 104] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $150,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Youngsville, “Infrastructure Improvements for the Youngsville Sports Complex, Planning and Construction,” (Lafayette) [50/MW2-BDS#1242 on page 104] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $1,300,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Zachary, “Water System Improvements, Planning and Construction,” (East Baton Rouge) [50/MW3-BDS#1248 on page 105] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $117,900 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Zwolle, “Installation of 6" Waterline and Water Well, Planning and Construction ($25,000 Local Match),” (Sabine) [50/MW4-BDS#1846 on page 105] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $200,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for St. Gabriel, “St. Gabriel Police Department - Land, Building Acquisition Project, Planning and Construction,” (Iberville) [50/MW6-BDS#1847 on page 105] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $59,500 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Central, “Administration Building,” (East Baton Rouge) [50/MW8-BDS#1392 on page 105] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and
That $5,000,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for New Orleans Exhibition Hall Authority, “Property Development Project,” (Orleans) [50/N05-BDS#1252 on page 106] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $3,856,300 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Louisiana Children's Museum, “Early Learning Village, Planning, Design, Construction and Equipment,” (Orleans) [50/N12-BDS#98 on page 106] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $260,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Chennault Industrial Air Park Authority, “New Aviation Hangar and Ground Support Equipment Facility, Planning and Construction ($1,000,000 Local Match),” (Calcasieu) [50/N13-BDS#1850 on page 106] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $350,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Chennault Industrial Air Park Authority, “New Air Cargo Facility, Planning and Construction ($1,100,000 Local Match),” (Calcasieu) [50/N13-BDS#1852 on page 106] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $4,800,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Biomedical Research Foundation of Northwest Louisiana, “P.E.T. Clinical and Research Imaging Equipment,” (Caddo) [50/N21-BDS#1854 on page 107] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $200,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for England Economic and Industrial Development District, “Warehouse/Distribution Complex, Planning and Construction,” (Rapides) [50/N33-BDS#1261 on page 107] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $77,300 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Odyssey House Louisiana, Inc., “Odyssey House Louisiana Renovation Project, Planning and Construction,” (Orleans) [50/N34-BDS#1856 on page 107] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $3,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for New Orleans Jazz and Heritage Foundation, “The Jazz and Heritage Center Renovation and Addition 1225 North Rampart, Planning and Construction,” (Orleans) [50/N51-BDS#1858 on page 108] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $357,100 of the general obligation bond appropriation for North Lafourche Conservation Levee and Drainage District, “80 Arpent Canal Dredging, Caldwell
That $1,900,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for The National World War II Museum, Inc., “Capital Expansion Project, including Parking Structure, Skybridge, Andrew Higgins Plaza, Train Station Experience and Canopy, Planning and Construction,” (Orleans) [50/N74-BDS#1268 on page 108] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $100 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Kingsley House, “Kingsley House Acquisition, Renovations, New Construction and Major Repairs,” (Orleans) [50/N98-BDS#1271 on page 108] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $3,300 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Efforts of Grace, Inc., “Ashe Too, Planning and Construction,” (Orleans) [50/NAJ-BDS#1863 on page 109] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $3,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for South Louisiana Development Council, “SLEC/Nicholls Field and Drainage Improvements, Planning and Construction,” (Lafourche) [50/NBG-BDS#1866 on page 109] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $100,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for YMCA of The Capital Area, “Capital Area YMCA - Long Farms, Acquisition, Planning and Construction,” (East Baton Rouge) [50/NBK-BDS#1280 on page 110] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $1,300 of the general obligation bond appropriation for District 2 Enhancement Corporation, “New Orleans East Walking and Bike Trail, Planning and Construction,” (Orleans) [50/NBT-BDS#1284 on page 110] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $145,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Baton Rouge Recreation and Parks Commission, “Children’s Museum, Planning and Construction ($5,000,000 Local Match),” (East Baton Rouge) [50/NC2-BDS#1290 on page 110] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $50,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Waterworks District 14 Calcasieu Parish, “Replacement of Old Starks Water System Lines and Plugging of Old Wells, Planning and Construction,” (Calcasieu) [50/NCJ-BDS#1292 on page 111] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and
That $49,900 of the general obligation bond appropriation for South Toledo Bend Waterworks District, “Water Distribution System Improvements Including Water Meters,” (Sabine) [50/NCN-BDS#1869 on page 111] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $200,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for The Louisiana Association for The Blind, “Louisiana Association for the Blind Manufacturing Facility and Organization Headquarters, Planning and Construction,” (Caddo) [50/NCZ-BDS#1293 on page 111] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $405,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Opportunities Industrialization Center, “New Education Building, Planning and Construction,” (Ouachita) [50/NDN-BDS#1294 on page 111] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $600 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Cajundome, “Cajundome Improvements, Planning and Construction,” (Lafayette) [50/NFE-BDS#1875 on page 112] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $55,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Algiers Development District, Inc., “Westbank Recreation Center - Federal City,” (Orleans) [50/NFQ-BDS#1876 on page 112] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $400,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Louisiana Black History Hall of Fame, “Museum and Cultural Center, Land Acquisition, Planning and Construction ($100,000 Cash and/or In-Kind Match),” (East Baton Rouge) [50/NG6-BDS#1880 on page 112] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $120,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Lincoln Parish Fire Protection District #1, “Renovations to Existing Facility and Additional Buildings, Acquisition, Planning and Construction,” (Lincoln) [50/NGA-BDS#1881 on page 112] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $104,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for West Vernon Waterworks District, “Expansion of Water Distribution System and Booster Station West Vernon Waterworks District, Planning and Construction,” (Vernon) [50/NGE-BDS#1882 on page 113] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $100 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Family Center of Life, Inc., “Family Center of Hope Community Center in New Orleans, Planning and Construction ($600,000 Local Match),” (Orleans) [50/NGF-BDS#1883 on page 113] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and
That $534,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Strand Theater of Shreveport, “Repair and Renovation to the Strand Theatre of Shreveport,” (Caddo) [50/NGQ-BDS#1301 on page 113] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $156,700 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Bogalusa Community Medical Center Foundation, “Capital Improvements at Washington St. Tammany Regional Medical Center,” (St. Tammany, Washington) [50/NHL-BDS#1887 on page 113] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $100 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Pleasant Hill-Crossroads Water Systems, Inc., “Pleasant Hill/Crossroads Water System, Repairs and Extension, Planning and Construction,” (Winn) [50/NHS-BDS#1889 on page 113] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $700,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for YMCA Greater New Orleans, “Belle Chasse YMCA, Planning and Construction,” (Plaquemines) [50/NIL-BDS#1893 on page 114] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $160,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Lifeshares Blood Centers, “LifeShare Blood Centers' Lake Charles Facility Flood Wall and Retractable Flood Gates Project,” (Calcasieu) [50/NIL-BDS#1897 on page 114] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $850,500 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Dryades YMCA, “Technical Training Center, Planning and Construction,” (Orleans) [50/NJ9-BDS#1899 on page 115] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $290,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Waterworks District #1 Desoto Parish, “Water System Improvements and Extension, Planning and Construction ($1,977,300 Local Match),” (DeSoto) [50/NJP-BDS#1309 on page 115] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $100 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Red Hill Waterworks, “Replacement Water Well, Connections and Equipment, Planning and Construction,” (Winn) [50/NJU-BDS#1901 on page 115] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $114,700 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Horseshoe Road Water System, Inc., “Horseshoe Water System, Planning and Construction,” (Webster) [50/NLR-BDS#1908 on page 116] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and
That $50,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Rapides Water Works District No. 3, “Color Removal from Well No. 2 and Well No. 7 at LA Army National Guard, Camp Beauregard, Pineville, LA, Planning and Construction,” (Rapides) [50/NM1-BDS#1909 on page 116] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $100 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Natchitoches Council On Aging, “Reconstruct Natchitoches Parish Council on Aging Activities Building, Planning and Construction,” (Natchitoches) [50/NM3-BDS#1911 on page 116] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $875,700 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Belmont Waterworks, “Water System Improvements, Planning and Construction,” (Sabine) [50/NMD-BDS#1912 on page 117] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $530,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Livingston Association for Retarded Children, Inc., “New Facility for Livingston Association for Retarded Children, Inc. Planning and Construction,” (Livingston) [50/NMG-BDS#1913 on page 117] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $300,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Southwest Ouachita Waterworks, Inc., “Water Distribution System Renovations, Planning and Construction,” (Ouachita) [50/NMH-BDS#1914 on page 117] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $200,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Professional Specialties, “USDA Veterinary Biologic Facility, Planning and Construction,” (East Baton Rouge) [50/NNB-BDS#1318 on page 117] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $160,200 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Hungarian Settlement Historical Society, “Hungarian Settlement Historical Museum, Planning and Construction,” (Livingston) [50/NNL-BDS#1918 on page 117] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $50,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Beauregard Parish Waterworks District #3, “Longacre Road Water Plant Improvements, Planning and Construction,” (Beauregard) [50/NNW-BDS#1320 on page 117] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and
That $8,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Wiley Pevy Post #74 American Legion, “American Legion, Wiley-Pevy Post #74 Roof Repairs/Replacement, Planning and Construction,” (Webster) [50/NPY-BDS#1921 on page 118] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $45,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Freed Men, Inc., “Freed Men Housing Renovations, Planning and Construction,” (Ouachita) [50/NQE-BDS#1923 on page 118] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $90,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Gentilly Development District, “Milne Boys Home, Planning and Construction,” (Orleans) [50/NQF-BDS#1924 on page 118] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $750,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Calcasieu Waterworks District #10, “New Water System, Planning and Construction,” (Calcasieu) [50/NQW-BDS#1329 on page 119] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $300 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Weston Water System, Inc., “Water Mains Extensions with Connections, Booster Station and Emergency Power Improvements, Planning and Construction,” (Jackson) [50/NQY-BDS#1927 on page 119] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $93,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for South Beauregard Parish Recreation District #2, “Multi-Purpose Recreation Facility, Planning and Construction,” (Beauregard) [50/NRD-BDS#1330 on page 119] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $6,700 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Sabine Parish Water District #1, “New Production Water Well, Planning and Construction,” (Sabine) [50/NSE-BDS#1928 on page 120] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $100 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Eden House, “New Facility, Acquisition, Planning and Construction,” (Orleans) [50/NSP-BDS#1930 on page 120] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $95,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Junior League of New Orleans, “Renovate Annex Building and Re-Purpose Space, Including Installation of Handicap Accessibility Ramp and Bathroom Upgrades, Planning and Construction,” (Orleans) [50/NSR-BDS#1931 on page 120] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and
That $2,400 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Junior League of New Orleans, “Renovate Thrift Shop and Annex, Including Parking Lot, Planning and Construction,” (Orleans) [50/NSR-BDS#1932 on page 120] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $5,900 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Junior League of New Orleans, “Renovate Headquarters Building, Including HVAC System, Planning and Construction,” (Orleans) [50/NSR-BDS#1933 on page 121] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $135,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Bayou Civic Club, “Facilities Upgrade/Roof and Kitchen, Planning and Construction,” (Lafourche) [50/NSU-BDS#1935 on page 121] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $14,400 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Morehouse Parish Sheriff, “Operations Center Relocation, Site Development, Renovations and Improvements, Planning and Construction ($130,000 Local Match),” (Morehouse) [50/NSX-BDS#1936 on page 121] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $198,700 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Mercy Endeavors, “Irish Channel St. Andrew Street Elderly Resource Center, New Facility, Land Acquisition, Including Installation and Acquisition of Building Equipment and Furnishings, Planning and Construction,” (Orleans) [50/NT2-BDS#1339 on page 121] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $1,984,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Terrebonne Parish Recreation Districts 2 and 3, “Terrebonne Sports Complex, Phase I, Infrastructure Improvements, Acquisition, Planning and Construction,” (Terrebonne) [50/NTG-BDS#1340 on page 121] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $11,800 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Jackson Tourism Enhancement, “Feliciana Veterans Memorial, Planning and Construction,” (East Feliciana) [50/NTI-BDS#1938 on page 121] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $260,100 of the general obligation bond appropriation for East Feliciana Emergency Communications District, “Emergency Communications Center, Planning and Construction,” (East Feliciana) [50/NTQ-BDS#1941 on page 122] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and
That $110,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Homer Memorial Hospital, “Upper Parking Lot Expansion, Planning and Construction,” (Claiborne) [50/NTT-BDS#1942 on page 122] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $25,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Homer Memorial Hospital, “Hospital Roof Repair,” (Claiborne) [50/NTT-BDS#1944 on page 123] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $100,500 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Hammond Area Recreation District 1, “Parking Lot for Hammond Area Recreation District No. 1, Planning and Construction,” (Tangipahoa) [50/NUJ-BDS#1947 on page 123] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $116,200 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Monroe Downtown Economic Development District, “Monroe Riverwalk, Planning and Construction,” (Ouachita) [50/NUV-BDS#1352 on page 123] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $16,500 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Terrebonne Parish Recreation District #11, “Mechanicville Gym - Multi-Purpose Building, Planning and Construction,” (Terrebonne) [50/NUW-BDS#1948 on page 123] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $100,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Iberville Parish Restoration of Aged Community Outreach Center, “Restoration of Aged Community Center Widow's Son Lodge #10, Building Acquisition and Renovation,” (Iberville) [50/NVO-BDS#1394 on page 124] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $100,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Mt. Moriah Masonic Lodge #17, “Assumption Parish Restoration and Renovation of Historic Building Damaged by Hurricane Gustav,” (Assumption) [50/NVP-BDS#1954 on page 124] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $100 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Our Lady of The Lake Children'S Hospital, “Our Lady of the Lake Children's Hospital, Acquisition, Planning and Construction,” (East Baton Rouge) [50/NVW-BDS#1355 on page 124] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $16,400 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Union Parish Law Enforcement District, “New Law Enforcement/Services/Training/ Emergency Shelter Complex, Planning and Construction ($500,000 Local In-Kind Match,
$1,100,000 Federal Match),” (Union) [50/NW1-BDS#1956 on page 125] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $50,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Louisiana Lakes Conservancy, “Louisiana Lakes Conservancy, Planning and Construction,” (East Baton Rouge) [50/NWB-BDS#1360 on page 125] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $205,900 of the general obligation bond appropriation for National Hurricane Museum and Science Center, Inc., “National Hurricane Museum and Science Center, Planning and Construction,” (Calcasieu) [50/NWK-BDS#1361 on page 125] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $1,780,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Louisiana Swamp Base, Inc., “Camp Atchafalaya, Acquisition, Planning, Design and Construction,” (St. Martin) [50/NWR-BDS#1364 on page 126] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $2,000,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Lafayette Central Park, Inc., “Lafayette Central Park Improvements,” (Lafayette) [50/NWS-BDS#1365 on page 126] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $5,000,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Our Lady of The Lake Regional Medical Center, “Our Lady of the Lake Regional Medical Center, Mid-City Neighborhood Clinic and Urgent Care Center, Planning and Construction,” (East Baton Rouge) [50/NXA-BDS#1370 on page 127] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $200,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Livingston Parish Sheriff’s Office, “Wildlife and Fisheries Outpost on the Diversion,” (Livingston) [50/NXC-BDS#1622 on page 127] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $823,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Calcasieu Parish School Board, “Renovations to Lake Charles Boston Stadium, Planning and Construction,” (Calcasieu) [50/S10-BDS#1958 on page 128] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $280,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for East Carroll Parish School Board, “Administration Building, Acquisition and Renovation, Planning and Construction,” (East Carroll) [50/S18-BDS#1959 on page 128] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and
That $1,659,600 of the general obligation bond appropriation for Pointe Coupee Parish School Board, “Pointe Coupee Parish School Board Central Office Relocation, Renovation and Rebuilding Due to Flooding Caused By Hurricane Gustav,” (Pointe Coupee) [50/S39-BDS#1395 on page 129] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5, and

That $1,859,000 of the general obligation bond appropriation for West Feliciana Parish School Board, “Julius Freyhan Cultural/Conference Center, Planning and Construction,” (West Feliciana) [50/S63-BDS#1387 on page 129] in Priority 1 be moved to Priority 5.

Please advise if you need further information.

Sincerely,

Barbara Goodson
Deputy Commissioner